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Here’s when the Hurricanes will play their 2021 NHL preseason games
By Justin Pelletier
A pair of recent playoff opponents highlight the Carolina
Hurricanes’ preseason schedule this fall as the NHL returns
to a more familiar schedule.
The Canes will play four exhibition games, two at home and
two on the road, against playoff foes nashville and Tampa
Bay.
The Hurricanes will open their 2021 preseason schedule
against the defending Stanley Cup Champion Lightning at
PNC Arena on Tuesday, Sept. 28. Carolina will travel to
Amalie Arena to face the Lightning on Friday, Oct. 1.

The Hurricanes will then play a home-and-home series
against the Nashville Predators, hosting Nashville at PNC
Arena on Tuesday, Oct. 5 and visiting Bridgestone Arena on
Saturday, Oct. 9.
The NHL regular season schedule is expected to be
announced in the coming days.
Canes exhibition schedule
Tuesday, Sept. 28: vs. Tampa Bay, 7 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 1: at Tampa Bay, 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct 5: vs. Nashville, 7 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 9: at Nashville, 8 p.m.

How a failed NHL expansion bid in Raleigh led to the Carolina Hurricanes’ existence
By Chip Alexander
On the eve of the NHL’s latest expansion draft, meant to
stock Seattle with enough talent to compete as the league’s
32nd entry, a fun tidbit:
Raleigh, this could have been you.
Raleigh nearly entered the National Hockey League with an
expansion team in 1997. No, it would not have been named
the Carolina Hurricanes. It’s a stretch to believe it could have
won a Stanley Cup by 2006. Peter Karmanos would have
moved the Hartford Whalers elsewhere. Rod Brind’Amour
might never have come to Raleigh, either.
And, the team may not have lasted all that long.
One of the top money men in the prospective ownership
group, Bernard Ebbers, entered federal prison in 2006 after
one of the most extensive security fraud and conspiracy
cases in U.S. history. That came after three years of highly
publicized indictments, charges and court appearances.
Imagine the ramifications of that on a hockey team.
“That would have been a disaster because our franchise
owner would have ended up in the hoosegow,” former
Raleigh mayor Tom Fetzer said Monday in an interview.
With the Kraken set to begin play, it’s a good time to flash
back to 1997. In a matter of months, a strong expansion bid
by the Ebbers group fell through and Karmanos soon had a
new home for his team.
“Fate smiled on us,” Fetzer said.
Looking to expand
The front man for the expansion group was Charlotte
businessman Felix Sabates, a NASCAR team owner and the
owner of the Charlotte Checkers hockey team, then in the
ECHL and the league champions in 1996.

Sabates, ever loquacious and often outspoken, was the
perfect guy to represent and do most of the talking for the
prospective ownership group. Ebbers, who died in 2020, was
more quiet and reserved, staying in the background, a
Canadian by birth who had played basketball at Mississippi
College and would become a major player — if only for a few
years — in the then-burgeoning telecommunications
business.
“I’m a very competitive business person,” Ebbers said in a
1997 interview with the News & Observer. “I think some of
that is from my sports background.”
Ebbers, then 55, had become CEO of WorldCom, which
acquired MCI Communications and made a failed attempt on
a $115 billion acquisition of Sprint Corporation. Antitrust
issues put an end to that bid, but the rapid growth of
WorldCom made Ebbers a very rich man.
Ebbers likened obtaining an NHL expansion franchise for the
Triangle to completing a standard business deal, with
networking, relationships slowly built, differences settled and
cooperation obtained to achieve the end goal.
“I’ve spent a lot of my time doing mergers and acquisitions,”
Ebbers said in the 1997 interview. “I’m not a newcomer to
the political workings of how things get done. You start out
and you court each other. We courted the city and the city
courted us. Then you get down to each group and
representing their interests. There’s not always going to be
100 percent agreement but the overriding feeling is that the
community wants it.”
At the time, the NHL expansion fee was $80 million — or
about $135 million in 2021 dollars. The Seattle Kraken’s
expansion fee was $650 million. The Vegas Golden Knights
paid $500 million in 2017.
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“The NHL is on the rise,” Ebbers said in ‘97. “History will
show how much it costs to get a franchise today and how the
value of franchises increase.”
The Whalers sold for $47.5 million in 1994. The Hurricanes
franchise, now owned solely by Tom Dundon, was valued at
$440 million in the most recent Forbes valuations of sports
franchises.
Making their pitch
So, why Raleigh? And why then?
With plans under way for building a new arena near CarterFinley Stadium, the belief was that an NHL could share the
building with N.C. State’s men’s basketball — and share the
costs of the construction. The NHL was looking to expand,
and a newly formed group, the Research Triangle Sports
Council, joined the Greater Raleigh Chamber of Commerce
and Fetzer in promoting the effort and pushing for someone
to enter an expansion bid in the fall of 1996.
“We had a practical situation and needed someone to help fill
up that building 40 or 50 nights a year,” Fetzer said Monday.
“We needed another anchor tenant and it just so happened
the NHL was going through an expansion phase.”

“Little did we know we were paving the way for someone
else,” Sabates told the N&O in 1997.
Falling through
The Sabates group had taken a memorandum of
understanding on a proposed arena lease to the NHL
presentation. Organizational plans were under way. The late
Carl Scheer, who had been general manager of the
Checkers and was a former GM in the NBA and ABA,
headed up operational plans for the Sabates group.
But in the next month, the expansion bid began to crumble.
The arena lease negotiations were contentious. Sabates,
increasingly frustrated, believed the Centennial Authority, an
appointed group formed to oversee the arena, was more
concerned about N.C. State interests than the hockey team’s
interests. There was a lot of haggling, much of it publicly.
“The lease was an Achilles problem throughout,” Harvey
Schmitt, former CEO of the Greater Raleigh Chamber of
Commerce, said in an interview Monday. “We were always at
risk because the arena deal wasn’t closed during that
process. My feeling was we were always hopeful but we also
understood the risk.”

The Sabates group jumped in and made the bid. In January
1997, the Sabates group joined 10 other applicants bidding
for expansion teams in making formal presentations to the
NHL’s executive committee in New York. The Sabates group
invited Fetzer and others along for a united front of what had
been often bickering parties, all the better for the optics.

On Feb. 17, 1997, Sabates withdrew the expansion bid,
calling it a “crying shame for the region.” Others said the
market would continue to be attractive for a major-league
team — and it was.

“I sensed the mood in the room with the (NHL) governors
was very positive, very favorable about the presentation, the
content of the presentation,” Ebbers said in 1997. “Not to
brag, but I haven’t been involved in a making an acquisition
on behalf of my business that I didn’t get done.”

In May, Karmanos announced the Whalers were moving to
Raleigh and would be called the Carolina Hurricanes, a
name he said he picked because it was one people would
“remember easily.”

Sabates was confident. The day before the presentation, he
looked at a map featuring NHL cities, pointed to the Triangle
and said, “Look at the NHL footprint. We would be smackdab in the middle of the Eastern seaboard. The NHL is
looking for TV markets and areas with growth. We have that.
And we have 90,000 college students in the area. The NHL
is a youth-oriented league, with much of its licensed
merchandise geared to youth.”
Atlanta and Nashville were considered locks for new
expansion teams. Ted Turner was backing the Atlanta effort,
Sabates quipping at the time, “He can pull a sheet of legalpad paper and write ‘I am Ted Turner, give me a team’ and
he will get one. The rest of us have to spend all this money
on our bids.”
NHL commissioner Gary Bettman had shown interest into
further expanding the league into the Southeast — the
Tampa Bay Lightning first began play as an expansion team
in the 1992-93 season — the Triangle had a lot to offer. At
the time, it was the largest TV market in the nation without a
major-league team.
When the Sabates group made its presentation to the NHL
governors, in the room and listening was Karmanos, not a
member of the executive committee then but an interested
observer and an owner dead-set on relocating the Whalers.

Enter the Hurricanes

“Things moved so rapidly,” Schmitt said Monday. “We went
from chasing an expansion franchise and losing the deal in
February to wining and dining Karmanos in March.”
The new expansion teams were the Atlanta Thrashers,
Nashville Predators, Columbus Blue Jackets and Minnesota
Wild. In the expansion drafts to follow, NHL teams were
allowed to protect one goalie, five defensemen and nine
forwards; or two goalies, three defensemen and seven
forwards.
Canes forward Jeff Daniels, now a Carolina assistant coach,
was taken by Nashville in the 1998 expansion draft, and the
Thrashers took goalie Trevor Kidd from the Canes in the
1999 expansion draft.
In June 2000, the Blue Jackets and Wild drafted their teams.
The Hurricanes lost forward Robert Kron to the Blue Jackets
and defenseman Curtis Leschyshyn to the Wild.
Ultimately, better off
There was no immediate success for the new teams, nothing
like Vegas’ splashy entry into the league and the march to
the 2018 Stanley Cup finals.
Atlanta won 14 games in its first season (1999-2000),
finishing last in the Southeast Division, and the Predators 28
in 1998-99, their first season -- Nashville’s first franchise win
coming against the Canes. The Wild finished last in the
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Northwest Division and the Blue Jackets last in the Central in
2000-2001, their first seasons.

financial problems. There might not be an NHL team in
Raleigh — that’s one possibility.

The Hurricanes, after the move to North Carolina in 1997,
reached the playoffs in 1999, 2001 and 2002. Playing the
first two seasons before sparse crowds in Greensboro while
the arena in Raleigh was completed, it was a tough go
financially for Karmanos and the Canes. But the Canes were
Stanley Cup champions in 2006.

Ebbers, ultimately, was sentenced to 25 years in federal
prison in 2005 for conspiracy and security fraud. After losing
an appeal, he reported to a Louisiana prison facility in
September 2006, driving himself to the front gate in a
Mercedes. He was granted early release from prison for
health reasons in December 2019 and died in February 2020
at age 78.

“I think we did better by not (getting an expansion team),”
Schmitt said. “I think having an established product was a
better situation for the market. A struggling expansion
franchise might have damaged the product in the market.”
Sabates, 75, still lives in Charlotte. He sold the Checkers but
later joined Scheer in buying the team back in 2002. The
Checkers later became the Canes’ AHL affiliate under
another owner, Michael Kahn, and now have a joint affiliation
with the Florida Panthers and the Kraken.
Had the Triangle gotten an expansion team in 1997, it’s hard
to say what would have unfolded given Ebbers’ legal and

Before his legal problems intensified, Ebbers did find a
hockey franchise to own: the Jackson Bandits, an ECHL
team based in Jackson, Mississippi.
The Canes, meanwhile, are still in Raleigh. They’re coming
off the first stretch of three consecutive playoff appearances
in franchise history, and looking to build on a strong, young
nucleus of players in this year’s NHL Entry Draft — after they
cede a player to the NHL’s newest expansion team
Wednesday, that is.

It’s an anxious time to be an ‘unprotected’ NHL player as the expansion draft nears
By Chip Alexander
The Seattle Kraken are lining up an impressive list of
celebrities to help make Wednesday’s NHL expansion draft a
star-spangled affair.
Gary Payton, Marshawn Lynch, Sue Bird, Bobby Wagner,
Lenny Wilkins, Shawn Kemp ... it’s quite a lineup set for the
big production number at Seattle’s Gas Works Park.
But there are others who have been sitting by and waiting,
some nervously, some excitedly. Those are the NHL players
who were not protected by their teams for the expansion
draft and will learn Wednesday -- unless their agents have
given them pre-draft intel -- if they’re staying put or have
been selected and will be moving to Seattle.
For the Carolina Hurricanes, it could be an anxious time for
forward Nino Niederreiter or defenseman Jake Bean. Neither
were protected by the Canes and will be available in the
draft, which begins at 8 p.m. and will be shown on ESPN2.
The Canes protected seven forwards: Jordan Staal,
Sebastian Aho, Teuvo Teravainen, Andrei Svechnikov,
Vincent Trocheck, Jesper Fast and Warren Foegele. But not
Niederreiter, whose 20 goals in the 56-game regular season
ranked second on a team that won the Central Division.
Why Foegele and not Niederreiter?
A lot of the offseason scuttlebutt about the Canes has had
Foegele possibly being traded, allowing the 25-year-old
winger the ability — in theory — to get more playing time and
a better opportunity elsewhere. That trade obviously didn’t
happen before the expansion lists were finalized. It might
have been a factor in Foegele being kept on the Canes’
protected list.
Foegele is a restricted free agent and has salary arbitration
rights, according to CapFriendly.com, an analytics site that

tracks player contracts. He had a $2.15 million cap hit in
2020-21, signing a one-year contract on Nov. 1, 2020.
Canes general manager Don Waddell, in announcing the
signing, noted Foegele had improved in each year of his
professional career and that he expected him to “enhance
his role on our team.”
Foegele did not take a big step forward last season. He had
10 goals and 10 assists in 53 games, scoring once in the last
14 games, then one goal and one assist in 10 Stanley Cup
playoff games. Several of his statistical metrics took slight
dips.
Despite the standstill season by Foegele, he might have
been attractive to the Kraken and general manager Ron
Francis if left unprotected for the draft. Foegele was a thirdround draft pick by Carolina — the 67th overall selection —
in 2014 when Francis was the Canes’ GM. He has
developed into a player who effectively uses his speed and
size to be a strong forechecker.
Should the Kraken take Niederreiter, which is a possibility, it
will be pricey. Niederreiter, 28, has a $5.25 million cap hit
and will be an unrestricted free agent after next season.
Should Niederreiter be the Kraken’s pick, that would
potentially open up more playing time for Foegele, if resigned by the Canes. Niederreiter averaged 15:43 of ice time
in 2020-21 and Foegele 14:09.
The Kraken and Francis could decide to take Bean, 23. He
now has NHL experience. He got power-play time with the
Canes this past season. Still slender at 6-1 and a listed 186
pounds, he has gotten stronger but will never be a bruiser in
the defensive zone. He’s a puck-mover, and he’s skilled.
Bean is the cheaper option and could be Seattle’s option.
Another possibility: The Kraken working out a long-term deal
with Canes defenseman Dougie Hamilton, a pending UFA.
That’s a situation still to be resolved.
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“There are a lot of moving parts but we’ve been preparing for
this for a long time,” Francis said Saturday on a media
call.”The one thing we think is extremely invaluable in this
environment is cap space and we’ve got $81.5 million in cap
space to play with.”
Full Carolina Hurricanes list
Protected
Sebastian Aho (F)
Jesper Fast (F)
Warren Foegele (F)
Jordan Staal (F)
Andrei Svechnikov (F)
Teuvo Teravainen (F)
Vincent Trocheck (F)
Brett Pesce (D)
Brady Skjei (D)
Jaccob Slavin (D)
Alex Nedeljkovic (G)
Available
Morgan Geekie (F)
Steven Lorentz (F)
Jordan Martinook (F)
Max McCormick (F)
Brock McGinn (F)

Nino Niederreiter (F)
Cedric Paquette (F)
Sheldon Rempal (F)
Drew Shore (F)
Spencer Smallman (F)
Jake Bean (D)
Jake Gardiner (D)
Eric Gelinas (D)
Jani Hakanpaa (D)
Dougie Hamilton (D)
Maxime Lajoie (D)
Roland McKeown (D)
Joakim Ryan (D)
David Warsofsky (D)
Antoine Bibeau (G)
Jeremy Helvig (G)
Petr Mrazek (G)
James Reimer (G)
Dylan Wells (G)
2021 NHL Expansion Draft
When: Wednesday, 8 pm.
TV: ESPN2
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Which Hurricanes are staying and leaving ahead of Wednesday’s NHL expansion draft?
By Sara Civian

A trade would make no sense

Folks, we are so close to things actually happening. The
expansion draft is Wednesday. The amateur draft starts
Friday. Free agency looms in a week.

Vincent Trocheck: Protected in the expansion draft, the
missing piece that finally gave the Canes depth down the
center, a secondary scorer on a team that’s been lacking —
Trocheck has been great as the Canes look to advance from
making the playoffs to winning the Cup. I don’t know who
you’d trade him for.

Actual stuff, so, so soon!
Before said things happen, let’s take one final look at the
most likely and least likely Hurricanes to leave Raleighwood
this offseason. When all is said and done, we can look back
at this list and see how accurate it actually was.
The untouchables
Sebastian Aho
Andrei Svechnikov
Jaccob Slavin
Jordan Staal (NMC)
For these four, just refer to Sunday’s protected list article. It
simply is not happening, and I kindly request that you don’t
go into this comments section saying, “Well, what if it was
one-for-one for Connor McDavid?” Because it’s not going to
be one-for-one for Connor McDavid. Staal is obviously a
unique case where he might get moved before his contract
ends under certain circumstances, but not before the start of
this season. I’m sure if “untouchable” is the right word for
that, but call it what you want — the captain will be back.
The almost untouchables
Teuvo Teravainen: On the same term as his Finnish sidekick
and one of the best contract-to-value ratios in the league,
pretty much any trade involving shipping Teravainen out
would be a loss. He’s established himself in the Hurricanes’
core as the piece that makes everything work via his multiassist nights, deceptively lethal shot and work on the penalty
kill.
Martin Necas: Necas is a huge part of the future, and it
seems like his breakout season is just the beginning. He was
involved in tons of unfounded trade rumors before his
scoring really took off, but anyone who watched him both
down in Charlotte and with the Canes even before he went
off knew he wasn’t going anywhere then, and he’s sure as
heck not going anywhere now.
Brett Pesce: Man, the Canes sure do have a few stellar
contracts. Pesce’s $4.025 through 2024 is a backbone for
the team that it can’t afford to lose. The Hurricanes may have
fielded a few offers when general managers called in
previous seasons, just to see what they could get, but it’s
clear after last season — and with a murky blue line future —
the Canes need the Jack-of-all-trades Pesce.

Brady Skjei: The Canes really can’t afford to lose any more
NHL experience on their blue line, and Skjei can eat big
minutes. If they sign Dougie Hamilton and the Kraken don’t
take Jake Bean, then we’ll talk about Skjei. But it’s unlikely
both of those things will happen. And what return does Skjei
command? We can debate if acquiring him made sense to
begin with, but the Canes are probably better off keeping him
now that they have him.
Nino Niederreiter: Niederreiter is hard to fit into a category on
this list because, while I personally believe it makes no
sense to trade him, I know the Canes would hear out a trade
offer to shed some cap space, and they obviously exposed
him in the expansion draft. What was the Hurricanes’ main
issue during the playoffs? Lack of secondary scoring. Who
was out during the playoffs? Trocheck and Niederreiter. That
was a tough bounce that showed exactly how valuable those
two are to this team. And sorry, but considering how this
offseason has gone so far, I’m unconvinced the Canes would
take the cap space to improve the team. That’s harsh, and
free agency hasn’t even happened yet, but I’m willing to
come back to this post during training camp and eat crow.
Depends on the return or the price
Dougie Hamilton: Negotiations are still ongoing and — you
guessed it — quiet. I can still see this going either way. It
looks like the Canes don’t want to spend more than $7
million on Hamilton, but the situation is still fluid, so we’ll wait
for more information before analyzing it in its own article.
Alex Nedeljkovic: I forgot how to speak English for a second,
but I talked about this while I was in-studio with Joe and Joe
at 99.9 The Fan yesterday (19:00 in for all of it, 29:00 for the
goalie talk — I meant unrestricted free agent, pronouncing
Nedeljkovic correctly was enough stress for the day). This
should be a no-brainer, but the Canes might be worried
about the money he could make in arbitration. It’s been a
long, tricky road full of loopholes and strange rules with the
Canes and Nedeljkovic, and while you don’t want to overpay
a relatively unproven guy with potential as if he’s a veteran
No. 1, at a certain point you have to show him he’s valued.
Unless the Canes have something else in mind for their
goaltending situation — and I don’t think they do.
Warren Foegele: I don’t want to say Foegele is “most likely
gone,” exactly, but he’s been the Cane most linked to
accurate trade rumors. Other than Hamilton, I’d make an
educated guess that he’s the one most likely gone in this tier.
He’s an enticing player to teams in need of a scrappy, young
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guy who can play anywhere in the lineup. The Canes aren’t
willing to just throw him away because he does add value in
his versatility.
Brock McGinn: It’s more likely than not that McGinn is the
unrestricted free agent glue guy of the bunch the Canes sign
and keep. He clearly has the most value, especially when it
comes to the playoffs, and most importantly coach Rod
Brind’Amour would riot if McGinn wasn’t back. At the same
time, I’m curious how much money he’ll make and if the
Canes are willing to go there when they have multiple other
situations they seem unwilling to “go there” for on their plate
right now.
Steven Lorentz and/or Morgan Geekie: There’s a possibility
the Kraken go with Lorentz or Geekie over Bean depending
on their strategy and other players available, but I’d still bet
on Bean. Lorentz emerged as a hardworking, cheap fourthline option via the Taxi Squad last season. The Canes clearly
need to lower their bottom-six payroll, and Lorentz and
Geekie are perfect to fill those roles for now. Still, if a team is
willing to send over secondary scoring for some sort of
package including Lorentz or Geekie, the Canes should hear
them out.
Jani Hakanpaa: I almost put Hakanpaa in the “most likely
gone” category, but why wouldn’t the Canes re-sign him for a
cheap enough contract? He’s shown some glimmers of
promise in his short-lived Canes career, and again, they
need the defensive depth. If they don’t re-sign him on a good
contract or get something out of this, letting go of Haydn
Fleury isn’t looking great.
Most likely gone
Cedric Paquette: It was a fun experiment that did no harm,
but it’s ultimately too pricey to continue in light of literally
everything else. The Canes will have to find more snarl
within or elsewhere.
Jake Bean: As everyone keeps saying, it just makes sense
for Kraken general manager Ron Francis to snag the

promising, cheap defenseman he once drafted. Let’s not
overthink it.
Nice knowing you
Jordan Martinook: It’s sad for everyone, and Martinook has a
legacy with this team that no one can take away.
The Canes can only give their fourth line so much money,
and Martinook obviously wants to find the best contract he
can — especially with a newborn. Nothing’s official, but it
was already looking bleak with at least four “glue guys”
looking for deals. Then his beloved dad made a Facebook
post indicating it was the end of Martinook’s journey with the
Canes, and being the amazing guy he is, Martinook recently
did this.
There might be a slim chance the sides figure something out,
but I’d bet against it.
Who knows?
Petr Mrazek: I’d love to know what’s going on in Mrazek’s
mind right now. Would he be OK acting like nothing
happened and coming back as the No. 1 goalie if the Canes
don’t re-sign Nedeljkovic? Would he be OK with a No. 2 role
again? (Let’s be real, probably not.) What would either of
those contracts look like?
James Reimer: I picture Reimer in the middle of Nowhere,
Canada right now, getting his pilot’s license or
wakeboarding, and he’s earned it. He’s also earned more of
an opportunity to play and probably a similar salary t0 his
$3.4 million average annual value last season. Would the
Canes be willing to dish out that much for a backup? It
depends on what the rest of their goaltending situation will
be, and that’s still a mystery.
Jake Gardiner: The Kraken selecting Gardiner and his $4.05
million AAV is a pipe dream, but could the Canes somehow
sweeten the deal? I just don’t see it happening with Francis’
penchant for cap space and the questions regarding
Gardiner’s ability to play at 100 percent.
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History of the 27th Overall Pick
A number of players picked at 27 have each logged over
1,000 career NHL games
By Michael Smith
Visit Hurricanes.com/Draft for the latest news, videos and
pick-by-pick information in the 2021 NHL Draft.
For the second time in three years, the Carolina Hurricanes'
first selection in the NHL Draft will be made late in the first
round.
The Canes own the 27th overall pick in the 2021 NHL Draft,
though it will be the 26th name off the board due to Arizona
having to forfeit the 11th overall selection. With the 28th
overall pick in 2019, the Canes called Ryan Suzuki's name.
This year, the Canes be digging for the next impact player in
a draft that, due to pandemic-affected seasons, might have a
higher degree of variability to it.
"We've done a great job over the years getting some elite
players later in the draft - Aho, Slavin, Pesce. We've been
able to identify some high-end players, who, if you go back
and re-draft, these guys are going to be at the top of the
draft," Assistant General Manager Darren Yorke said. "I
know our group has worked extremely hard. We're excited
for players who may be around when we may be picking in
the first round, guys we'll be able to select that we're excited
about."
The Canes have made the 27th overall selection once in
franchise history.
Philippe Paradis (2009)
This pick didn't exactly pan out, as Paradis never cracked an
NHL roster. He totaled 69 points (26g, 43a) in 249 American
Hockey League games from 2010-16. The Canes, however,
still managed to find value in the pick when they traded
Paradis' rights to Toronto in exchange for Jiri Tlusty in 2009,
a one-for-one swap of former first-round selections. Featured
on the Canes' top line alongside Eric Staal and Alexnader
Semin, Tlusty set career highs in goals (23) and points (38)
in the 48-game 2012-13 season. Tlusty retired after totaling
177 points (89g, 88a) in 446 NHL games.
Back when the 27th overall pick landed in the second round,
four of those selections each logged more than 1,000 games
played in the NHL.

Panthers made a run to the Stanley Cup Finals in just their
third season in the league. Mellanby also played for the
Flyers, Oilers, Blues and Thrashers in a career than began in
1985-86 and ended after the 2006-07 season. In total,
Mellanby played 1,431 career NHL games and recorded 840
points (364g, 476a). He added another 53 points (24g, 29a)
in 136 career playoff games.
Joe Nieuwendyk (CGY, 1985)
Nieuwendyk's illustrious career began in the late 1980s with
the Calgary Flames and ended in the back half of the 2000s
with the Florida Panthers. In the 20 years in between,
Nieuwendyk captured three Stanley Cup championships with
three different teams in three different decades: Calgary in
1989, Dallas in 1999 and New Jersey in 2003. Nieuwendyk
recorded 92 points and 51 goals in 75 games as a rookie,
becoming just the second player in NHL history to net at
least 50 goals in his first season, and was awarded the
Calder Trophy. Nieuwendyk totaled 1,126 points (564g,
562a) in 1,257 career NHL games with five teams. He also
logged 116 points (66g, 50a) in 158 career Stanley Cup
Playoff games and won the Conn Smythe Trophy in 1999
after recording 21 points (11g, 10a) in 23 games with the
Stars en route to his second championship. Nieuwendyk was
inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in 2011.
Tie Domi (TOR, 1988)
Domi was one of the NHL's most prolific fighters and a
classic enforcer. He is third all-time in penalty minutes with
3,515, and he also leads the NHL in most career fights with
333, according to his website. Domi, who had some of his
most offensively productive seasons late in his career,
totaled 245 points (104g, 141a) in 1,020 career games with
the Rangers, Jets and Maple Leafs.
Steve Staios (STL, 1991)
A 27th overall selection of the St. Louis Blues in the 1991
NHL Entry Draft, Staios went on to compile an NHL career
that spanned six teams over 16 seasons. In total, Staios
logged 1,001 games and 220 points (56g, 164a). He played
33 career games in the Stanley Cup Playoffs; 24 of those
came in 2006 alone, when the Hurricanes defeated Staios
and the Edmonton Oilers in seven games in the Final.
As the NHL expanded, so did the draft, and the 27th overall
pick moved into the first round.

Scott Mellanby (PHI, 1984)

Scott Gomez (NJD, 1998)

Mellanby is perhaps most famously known as the player who
scored a "rat trick" in Florida, when he killed a rat with his
stick in the locker room prior to the Panthers' home opener
and then scored two goals that night. That sparked the
tradition of fans littering the ice with plastic rats, as the

An Alaskan native with a Mexican-American father and a
Columbian Mother, Gomez was one of the NHL's first
Hispanic stars. His career spanned 16 seasons and 1,079
games with seven teams, though he spent the most time and
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had the most success with the team that drafted him - the
New Jersey Devils. Gomez is a two-time Stanley Cup
champion, winning with the Devils in 2000 and 2003, and he
totaled 101 points (29g, 72a) in 149 playoff games. Gomez,
who won the Calder Trophy in 2000 after posting 70 points
(19g, 51a) in 82 games in his rookie season, finished his
career with 756 points (181g, 575a).
A 27th overall draft pick from the modern era is marching his
way to 1,000 games, as well.
John Carlson (WSH, 2008)
Carlson has been a staple on the Capitals' blue line for
years. The 31-year-old defenseman is set to enter his 13th

NHL season and has totaled 522 points (115g, 407a) in 809
career games. Carlson put up career highs in goals (15),
assists (53) and points (68) in the 2017-18 season and led all
defensemen in playoff scoring with 20 points (5g, 15a),
helping the Capitals win the Stanley Cup. Carlson's regularseason point totals continued to rise in the following two
seasons, and he recorded a career-best 75 points (15g, 60a)
in just 69 games in 2019-20.
… And more: Rhett Warrener (FLA, 1994), Cory Sarich
(BUF, 1996), Brendan Smith (DET, 2007), Vladislav
Namestnikov (TBL, 2011)
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Kraken's must-have players in Expansion Draft chosen by NHL.com
Bean, Price, Killorn among those selected by writers
The Seattle Kraken will select 30 players during the 2021
NHL Expansion Draft presented by Upper Deck on
Wednesday (8 p.m. ET; ESPN2, SN1, SN NOW).
The Kraken must choose one player from each of the 30
participating teams (the Vegas Golden Knights are exempt),
including at least 14 forwards, nine defensemen and three
goalies. Additionally, at least 20 of their selections must
already be under contract for next season, with an aggregate
value of at least 60 percent ($48.9 million) of the $81.5
million NHL salary cap.
Though we will soon find out which players will form the bulk
of the inaugural Kraken roster (the Golden Knights had 18
expansion draft players on their opening night roster), we
asked five NHL.com writers to identify the one player each
believes is the must-draft candidate.
Here are the selections.
Jake Bean, Carolina Hurricanes
There are sexier and more accomplished names on the list,
but I'm not sure there is a player with more potential upside
than Bean, the 23-year-old defenseman who just finished his
rookie season. The sample size is small, but there is clear
evidence Bean could be an elite defender in a few years, and
part of the expansion draft process is gambling on players
who can thrive in bigger roles. Bean had 12 points (one goal,
11 assists) in 42 games this season, but played limited
minutes (14:32 per game, fifth among Hurricanes
defensemen who played at least 36 games). He was a
monster in the American Hockey League for Charlotte,
playing a No. 1 role, scoring 92 points (23 goals, 69 assists)
in 129 career AHL games. Selected in the first round (No.
13) in the 2016 NHL Draft, Bean has the skills to develop into
a top-pair defenseman and power-play quarterback around
which you can build a team. Those opportunities don't come
along too often. -- Shawn P. Roarke, Senior Director of
Editorial
Mark Giordano, Calgary Flames
I'm not going to argue that the Flames captain is the most
talented player the Kraken could take. He's not. But the
defenseman could be the most important. There's a tone that
needs to be set on an expansion team, as the Golden
Knights experienced with Marc-Andre Fleury, and that's what
Giordano could do. Not only would the 37-year-old provide
an immediate gravitas and leadership boost, but the skills
aren't bad either. He's coming off a season in which he

scored 26 points (nine goals, 17 assists) in 56 games, while
playing 22:57 per game. He would provide an anchor on their
first pairing and a locker room voice, while coming in with
one year and a $6.75 million cap hit left on his contract. If I'm
Seattle general manager Ron Francis, I'm taking Giordano. -Amalie Benjamin, staff writer
Kaapo Kahkonen, Minnesota Wild
Well-known goalies like Carey Price, Ben Bishop, Stanley
Cup champions Matt Murray and Jonathan Quick, and
potential unrestricted free agents Tuukka Rask, Petr Mrazek
and Frederik Andersen jump off the page of the available
player list. But many are forgetting Kahkonen, who at one
point this season was arguably the most valuable rookie
goalie from an outstanding crop that included eventual
Calder Trophy finalist Alex Nedeljkovic, Igor Shesterkin, Ilya
Sorokin, Vitek Vanecek, Kevin Lankinen, Jake Oettinger and,
much later in the season, Spencer Knight. When veteran
Cam Talbot was in NHL COVID-19 protocol, Kahkonen put
together a 12-4-0 stretch, including a nine-game winning
streak, with a 2.05 goals-against average, .927 save
percentage and two shutouts from the start of the season to
March 16. But not long after Talbot returned Feb. 26 and
began to thrive down the stretch (16-6-5, 2.68 GAA, .914
save percentage, two shutouts in his final 27 games),
Kahkonen's winning streak ended and his role diminished,
with a rough road loss to the St. Louis Blues on April 9 (nine
goals allowed) undoubtedly affecting his confidence and
place in the rotation. But the Kraken should still look at the
big picture and select a goalie who will turn 25 years old Aug.
16 and has gone 19-9-1 in his first 29 NHL games. -- Pete
Jensen, senior fantasy editor
Carey Price, Montreal Canadiens
Much in the same way Fleury became the face of the Golden
Knights in 2017, Price could easily occupy the same role with
the Kraken. The goalie is 33 and has five years left on an
eight-year contract. But he showed during the run to the
2021 Stanley Cup Final that he has plenty left in his tank. He
was 13-9 with a 2.28 GAA, .924 save percentage and one
shutout in 22 games during the playoffs. Though the years
left on Price's contract is a debating point, the impact of
bringing in one of the best-known players in the NHL is not.
He's not the talkative type, but merely splashing his image
across the city is the type of immediate publicity a fledgling
pro sports franchise craves. For Price, there is personal
enticement too: Seattle is 110 miles from the border of British
Columbia, his native province. -- Mike Zeisberger, staff writer
Alex Killorn, Tampa Bay Lightning
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You need a little bit of everything when you're building a
team, and Killorn provides that with his ability to play well in
several areas, be it 5-on-5, penalty kill or power play. The
31-year-old is coming off a good Stanley Cup Playoffs in
which he scored 17 points (eight goals, nine assists) in 19
games, helping the Lightning win the Cup for the second
straight year. Two days after having surgery to insert a rod to
repair a broken fibula sustained when he blocked a shot from

Canadiens defenseman Jeff Petry in Game 1 of the Stanley
Cup Final, Killorn was skating and hoping to play in Game 4.
He didn't play, but it's impressive that he even gave it a shot.
The forward scored 33 points (15 goals, 18 assists) in 56
regular-season games and has scored 40 or more points in
each of his prior three NHL seasons. Killorn would add guts,
versatility and championship experience to the Kraken. -Tracey Myers, staff writer

NHL mock expansion draft: Projecting all 30 players the Seattle Kraken will pick
By Emily Kaplan and Greg Wyshynski

Cody Eakin, C, Buffalo Sabres

The Seattle Kraken will stretch their tentacles and pluck
players from 30 teams on Wednesday night in the NHL
expansion draft, starting at 8 p.m. ET on ESPN2.

Age: 30 | 2020-21 cap hit: $2.25 million
2020-21 stats: 46 GP | 3 G | 4 A

Every team except the Vegas Golden Knights, the 2017
expansion franchise that was exempt from this draft,
submitted lists of protected players to the NHL on Saturday.
Twenty-seven teams protected seven forwards, three
defensemen and one goaltender, while the Nashville
Predators, Tampa Bay Lightning and Toronto Maple Leafs
went with the eight skaters and one goaltender protection
scheme instead. These were the same rules under which the
Golden Knights built their team.
Just like the teams had to expose certain required players,
the Kraken have some quotas to hit in their draft. They must
take at least 14 forwards, nine defenseman and three
goalies. Seattle must choose a minimum of 20 players under
contract for the 2021-22 regular season, ones who have "an
aggregate expansion draft value that is between 60%-100%"
of the $81.5 million salary cap ceiling.

Mark Giordano, D, Calgary Flames
Age: 37 | 2020-21 cap hit: $6.75 million
2020-21 stats: 56 GP | 9 G | 17 A
Jake Bean, D, Carolina Hurricanes
Age: 23 | 2020-21 cap hit: $863,333
2020-21 stats: 42 GP | 1 G | 11 A
Calvin de Haan, D, Chicago Blackhawks
Age: 30 | 2020-21 cap hit: $4.55 million
2020-21 stats: 44 GP | 1 G | 9 A
J.T. Compher, RW, Colorado Avalanche
Age: 26 | 2020-21 cap hit: $3.5 million
2020-21 stats: 48 GP | 10 G | 8 A
Max Domi, C, Columbus Blue Jackets

Keeping in mind that we're not privy to all the side deals that
ensure certain players aren't selected by the Kraken -- or
ensure that certain ones are -- here are our best guesses for
which players Seattle selects in the expansion draft.

Age: 26 | 2020-21 cap hit: $5.3 million
2020-21 stats: 54 GP | 9 G | 15 A

Team Kaplan

Age: 23 | 2020-21 cap hit: $775,000
2020-21 stats (AHL): 37 GP | 18 G | 16 A

Adam Henrique, C, Anaheim Ducks
Age: 31 | 2020-21 cap hit: $5.825 million
2020-21 stats: 45 GP | 12 G | 9 A
Michael Bunting, LW, Arizona Coyotes
Age: 25 | 2020-21 cap hit: $737,500
2020-21 stats: 21 GP | 10 G | 3 A
Connor Clifton, D, Boston Bruins
Age: 26 | 2020-21 cap hit: $1 million
2020-21 stats: 44 GP | 1 G | 6 A

Adam Mascherin, C, Dallas Stars

Troy Stecher, D, Detroit Red Wings
Age: 27 | 2020-21 cap hit: $1.7 million
2020-21 stats: 44 GP | 3 G | 8 A
Tyler Benson, LW, Edmonton Oilers
Age: 23 | 2020-21 cap hit: $803,333
2020-21 stats: 7 GP | 0 G | 1 A
Chris Driedger, G, Florida Panthers
Age: 27 | 2020-21 cap hit: $850,000
2020-21 stats: 23 GP | 14 W | 2.07 GAA | .927 SV%
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Kale Clague, D, Los Angeles Kings

Brenden Dillon, D, Washington Capitals

Age: 23 | 2020-21 cap hit: $761,666
2020-21 stats: 18 GP | 0 G | 6 A

Age: 30 | 2020-21 cap hit: $3.9 million
2020-21 stats: 56 GP | 2 G | 17 A

Kaapo Kahkonen, G, Minnesota Wild

Dylan DeMelo, D, Winnipeg Jets

Age: 24 | 2020-21 cap hit: $725,000
2020-21 stats: 24 GP | 16 W | 2.88 GAA | .902 SV%

Age: 28 | 2020-21 cap hit: $3 million
2020-21 stats: 52 GP | 0 G | 9 A

Jonathan Drouin, LW, Montreal Canadiens

How I built my team: Welcome to a flat salary-cap world,
where there's way more quality players available than there
should be for Seattle. If ownership is OK spending to the
cap, I'm doing it if I'm GM Ron Francis. The Pacific Division
should be wide open next season, with the Golden Knights
as the only early lock for a playoff spot.

Age: 26 | 2020-21 cap hit: $5.5 million
2020-21 stats: 44 GP | 2 G | 21 A
Calle Jarnkrok, LW, Nashville Predators
Age: 29 | 2020-21 cap hit: $2 million
2020-21 stats: 49 GP | 13 G | 15 A
Nicholas Merkley, RW, New Jersey Devils
Age: 24 | 2020-21 cap hit: $874,125
2020-21 stats: 27 GP | 2 G | 8 A
Josh Bailey, RW, New York Islanders
Age: 31 | 2020-21 cap hit: $5 million
2020-21 stats: 54 GP | 8 G | 27 A
Colin Blackwell, C, New York Rangers
Age: 28 | 2020-21 cap hit: $725,000
2020-21 stats: 47 GP | 12 G | 10 A
Evgenii Dadonov, RW, Ottawa Senators
Age: 32 | 2020-21 cap hit: $5 million
2020-21 stats: 55 GP | 13 G | 7 A
James van Riemsdyk, LW, Philadelphia Flyers
Age: 32 | 2020-21 cap hit: $7 million
2020-21 stats: 56 GP | 17 G | 26 A
Casey DeSmith, G, Pittsburgh Penguins
Age: 29 | 2020-21 cap hit: $1.25 million
2020-21 stats: 20 GP | 11 W | 2.54 GAA | .912 SV%
Ryan Donato, LW, San Jose Sharks
Age: 25 | 2020-21 cap hit: $1.9 million
2020-21 stats: 50 GP | 6 G | 14 A
Vince Dunn, D, St. Louis Blues
Age: 24 | 2020-21 cap hit: $1.875 million
2020-21 stats: 43 GP | 6 G | 14 A
Yanni Gourde, C, Tampa Bay Lightning
Age: 29 | 2020-21 cap hit: $5.167 million
2020-21 stats: 56 GP | 17 G | 19 A
Travis Dermott, D, Toronto Maple Leafs
Age: 24 | 2020-21 cap hit: $874,125
2020-21 stats: 51 GP | 2 G | 4 A
Jonah Gadjovich, LW, Vancouver Canucks
Age: 22 | 2020-21 cap hit: $783,333
2020-21 stats (AHL): 19 GP | 15 G | 3 A

As much as I love chaos, selecting Carey Price is just a bit
too much for my liking. Too much risk with the unknowns of
his injuries (his appointment with a specialist is conveniently
after the Kraken must submit their roster), too much term and
cap hit for a player with that type of mileage. Instead, the trio
of Chris Driedger, Casey DeSmith and Kaapo Kahkonen give
Seattle the chance to win games right out of the gate. I'd
expect Driedger to be the Day 1 starter, with DeSmith or
Kahkonen as potential players to trade.
James van Riemsdyk played some of his best hockey under
Dave Hakstol. He's the type of veteran that should be
motivated by the new opportunity -- just as Adam Henrique
will benefit from a change of scenery after stalling out on an
uncompetitive Ducks team.
Mark Giordano, a longtime captain in Calgary, is the leader
on Day 1. His deal expires after next season, which gives
this team flexibility.
In fact, Giordano would be one of eight players who
becomes an unrestricted free agent after the inaugural
season, letting the Kraken get their first crack at a winning
season, then re-assessing the market in summer 2022.
The easiest selections on this list are Yanni Gourde and
Dylan DeMelo. I really like the group of young defensemen I
was able to assemble. While Vince Dunn was the Blues pick
here, it wouldn't be surprising to see Seattle take Vladimir
Tarasenko, and flip him to another team (Philadelphia?) for
draft picks, young players and/or prospects.
Team Wyshynski
Alexander Volkov, LW, Anaheim Ducks
Age: 23 | 2020-21 cap hit: $700,000
2020-21 stats: 18 GP | 4 G | 4 A
Christian Fischer, RW, Arizona Coyotes
Age: 24 | 2020-21 cap hit: $1 million
2020-21 stats: 52 GP | 3 G | 8 A
Jeremy Lauzon, D, Boston Bruins
Age: 24 | 2020-21 cap hit: $850,000
2020-21 stats: 41 GP | 1 G | 7 A
William Borgen, D, Buffalo Sabres
Age: 24 | 2020-21 cap hit: $864,166
2020-21 stats: 10 GP | 0 G | 0 A
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Mark Giordano, D, Calgary Flames

Colin Blackwell, C, New York Rangers

Age: 37 | 2020-21 cap hit: $6.75 million
2020-21 stats: 56 GP | 9 G | 17 A

Age: 28 | 2020-21 cap hit: $725,000
2020-21 stats: 47 GP | 12 G | 10 A

Jake Bean, D, Carolina Hurricanes

Evgenii Dadonov, RW, Ottawa Senators

Age: 23 | 2020-21 cap hit: $863,333
2020-21 stats: 42 GP | 1 G | 11 A

Age: 32 | 2020-21 cap hit: $5 million
2020-21 stats: 55 GP | 13 G | 7 A

Nikita Zadorov, D, Chicago Blackhawks

James van Riemsdyk, LW, Philadelphia Flyers

Age: 26 | 2020-21 cap hit: $3.2 million
2020-21 stats: 55 GP | 1 G | 7 A

Age: 32 | 2020-21 cap hit: $7 million
2020-21 stats: 56 GP | 17 G | 26 A

Joonas Donskoi, RW, Colorado Avalanche

Zach Aston-Reese, LW, Pittsburgh Penguins

Age: 29 | 2020-21 cap hit: $3.9 million
2020-21 stats: 51 GP | 17 G | 14 A

Age: 26 | 2020-21 cap hit: $1 million
2020-21 stats: 45 GP | 9 G | 6 A

Kevin Stenlund, RW, Columbus Blue Jackets

Dylan Gambrell, C, San Jose Sharks

Age: 24 | 2020-21 cap hit: $874,125
2020-21 stats: 32 GP | 5 G | 5 A

Age: 24 | 2020-21 cap hit: $700,000
2020-21 stats: 49 GP | 5 G | 7 A

Adam Mascherin, C, Dallas Stars

Vladimir Tarasenko, RW, St. Louis Blues

Age: 23 | 2020-21 cap hit: $775,000
2020-21 stats (AHL): 37 GP | 18 G | 16 A

Age: 29 | 2020-21 cap hit: $7.5 million
2020-21 stats: 24 GP | 4 G | 10 A

Troy Stecher, D, Detroit Red Wings

Yanni Gourde, C, Tampa Bay Lightning

Age: 27 | 2020-21 cap hit: $1.7 million
2020-21 stats: 44 GP | 3 G | 8 A

Age: 29 | 2020-21 cap hit: $5.167 million
2020-21 stats: 56 GP | 17 G | 19 A

Dominik Kahun, LW, Edmonton Oilers

Jared McCann, LW, Toronto Maple Leafs

Age: 26 | 2020-21 cap hit: $975,000
2020-21 stats: 48 GP | 9 G | 6 A

Age: 25 | 2020-21 cap hit: $2.94 million
2020-21 stats: 43 GP | 14 G | 18 A

Chris Driedger, G, Florida Panthers

Jonah Gadjovich, LW, Vancouver Canucks

Age: 27 | 2020-21 cap hit: $850,000
2020-21 stats: 23 GP | 14 W | 2.07 GAA | .927 SV%

Age: 22 | 2020-21 cap hit: $783,333
2020-21 stats (AHL): 19 GP | 15 G | 3 A

Kale Clague, D, Los Angeles Kings

Vitek Vanecek, G, Washington Capitals

Age: 23 | 2020-21 cap hit: $761,666
2020-21 stats: 18 GP | 0 G | 6 A

Age: 25 | 2020-21 cap hit: $716,667
2020-21 stats: 37 GP | 21 W | 2.69 GAA | .908 SV%

Carson Soucy, D, Minnesota Wild

Dylan DeMelo, D, Winnipeg Jets

Age: 26 | 2020-21 cap hit: $2.75 million
2020-21 stats: 50 GP | 1 G | 16 A

Age: 28 | 2020-21 cap hit: $3 million
2020-21 stats: 52 GP | 0 G | 9 A

Carey Price, G, Montreal Canadiens

How I built my team: I think they do it. I think the Seattle
Kraken select Carey Price. I think the opportunity to have
him be their Marc-Andre Fleury is too tempting, his ties to the
region are too strong, and the allure of his stardom is too
compelling.

Age: 33 | 2020-21 cap hit: $10.5 million
2020-21 stats: 25 GP | 12 W | 2.64 GAA | .901 SV%
Calle Jarnkrok, LW, Nashville Predators
Age: LW | 2020-21 cap hit: $2 million
2020-21 stats: 49 GP | 13 G | 15 A
Nathan Bastian, RW, New Jersey Devils
Age: 23 | 2020-21 cap hit: $714,166
2020-21 stats: 41 GP | 3 G | 7 A
Jordan Eberle, RW, New York Islanders
Age: 31 | 2020-21 cap hit: $5.5 million
2020-21 stats: 55 GP | 16 G | 17 A

True, GM Ron Francis has put a premium on cap space.
Price takes up $10.5 million of it through 2025-26; combine
that with the $3.5 million that Chris Driedger will earn, and
that's 17% of your cap in goal. That's not great. But the
Kraken are a team being created out of whole cloth around
that salary commitment, rather than having it shoehorned
into an existing cap structure.
Would I do this? No. I say no thank you to Price, draft
defenseman Cale Fleury from the Habs and then select two
seasons of Jonathan Quick from the Los Angeles Kings to
tandem with Driedger. Does Ron Francis do this? Yes, I think
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the guy whose former team stuck with Cam Ward way longer
than it should have will opt for the most known commodity in
goal, provided they're confident about Price's health.
I also think they draft Vladimir Tarasenko, with an eye
towards flipping him to another team. Why not? He's a
valuable player, and perhaps the offers that aren't palatable
to the Blues will be more palatable for the Kraken. The only
wrinkle is his no-trade clause, which obviously limits his
market.
Those big tickets aside, this is a talented roster that only has
three skaters with deals beyond 2022-23 in Jordan Eberle
(whom I like better than Josh Bailey), Yanni Gourde (the
easiest call in the draft) and Dylan DeMelo, a rock-solid
defender on the right side.
Part of the challenge here is balancing who I think oldschoolers like Francis, Jason Botterill and Norm Maciver
want to draft with who Seattle's brilliant analytics department
led by Alexandra Mandrycky and Namita Nandakumar want
to draft. I've heard they're on equal footing in this process.
So my mock draft has a few talented veterans in James van

Riemsdyk and Mark Giordano, and a few fancy-stats darlings
like Jared McCann and Joonas Donskoi. This is a roster that
can score on the wings and defend well; although much like
with Vegas in Year 1, it's a bit of a donut in the middle. It's
also a roster that has its share of "William Karlsson types,"
a.k.a. forwards ages 23-25 who could break out under the
right circumstances, like Alexander Volkov and Adam
Mascherin.
Keep in mind that we don't know the side deals, and that's a
vital piece of this. We don't expect the 30 general managers
in the expansion draft to have quite the levels of temporary
panic they had in 2017, when Shea Theodore and Alex Tuch
were among the players sent to Vegas to deter them from
making certain selections. But these deals could still mean a
treasure chest of picks and prospects for the Kraken, and
that's really what established the Knights after Year 1: The
ability to acquire Mark Stone, Tomas Tatar, Max Pacioretty
and Robin Lehner with those futures.
That's the ballgame here for the Kraken. Well, that and
getting Carey Price "for free," relatively speaking.
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NHL mock expansion draft: Projecting the Seattle Kraken’s 30 picks
By Sean Leahy
The 2021 Seattle Kraken NHL expansion draft will take place
on Wednesday night. Over the weekend, NHL teams sent in
their protected/exposed lists, so now Ron Francis and his
staff can spend the next few days trying to construct the first
roster in franchise history.
Francis and the Kraken will be afforded the same rules that
the Golden Knights had in 2017. The Kraken will make 30
total selections made up of at least 14 forwards, nine
defensemen, and three goalies. Twenty of those players
must be under contract for the 2021-22 season. Also, the
total salary cap hits must be between 60% and 100% of the
$81.5 million cap ceiling.
Thanks to the wonderful Cap Friendly, the Pro Hockey Talk
team picked our Kraken rosters following the reveal of the
protected/exposed lists. It wasn’t easy as there are some
notable names available and tough decisions ahead.
Sean Leahy, NHL writer
FORWARDS (18)
Jordan Eberle, Islanders
Yanni Gourde, Lightning
Joonas Donskoi, Avalanche
Paul Byron, Canadiens
Rocco Grimaldi, Predators
Dylan Gambrell, Sharks
Christian Fischer, Coyotes
Alexander Volkov, Ducks
Blake Lizotte, Kings
Morgan Geekie, Hurricanes
Tanner Kero, Stars
Colin Blackwell, Rangers
Matthew Highmore, Canucks
Zach Aston-Reese, Penguins (RFA)
Jujhar Khaira, Oilers (RFA)
Evgeny Svechnikov, Red Wings (RFA)
Adam Gaudette, Blackhawks (RFA)
Nick Merkley, Devils (RFA)
DEFENSEMEN (9)
Mark Giordano, Flames
Shayne Gostisbehere, Flyers
Brenden Dillon, Capitals
Dylan DeMelo, Jets
Dean Kukan, Blue Jackets
Travis Dermott, Maple Leafs
Connor Clifton, Bruins

William Borgen, Sabres (RFA)
Vince Dunn, Blues (RFA)
GOALIES (3)
Joey Daccord, Senators
Kaapo Kähkönen, Wild
Chris Driedger, Panthers (UFA)
Total salary cap hit: $57.9 million
It’s all about flexibility. Ron Francis’ job is to build a
contender, one that can hopefully replicate Vegas’ success
early on. You don’t need to be held back by weighty
contracts for older players who are in the process of
breaking. This is why Vladimir Tarasenko and Carey Price
aren’t to be found on my list.
There will be enough cap space left over after signing
Driedger and the RFAs to strengthen, especially up front
where we could use a bit more scoring punch. The blue line
is solid, led by Giordano, the first captain in Kraken history. It
may only be for one season, but he’s a good one to have
back there and in the room in the first season.
There’s lots of inexperience in goal for my Kraken, but you
don’t need to overspend to get quality netminding in this
league. Driedger was a breakout player for the Panthers this
past season and Kähkönen shows positive signs in his
rookie year in Minnesota. It’s an interesting tandem that
could pay dividends with a split workload.
James O’Brien, NHL writer
FORWARDS (18)
Jonathan Drouin, Canadiens
Yanni Gourde, Lightning
James van Riemsdyk, Flyers
Nino Niederreiter, Hurricanes
Jared McCann, Maple Leafs
Calle Jarnkrok, Predators
Alexander Volkov, Ducks
Christian Fischer, Coyotes
Carl Grundstrom, Kings
Ryan Carpenter, Blackhawks
Matthew Highmore, Canucks
Julien Gauthier, Rangers
Zach Aston-Reese, Penguins (RFA)
Tyler Benson, Oilers (RFA)
Nick Merkley, Devils (RFA)
Kieffer Bellows, Islanders (RFA)
Ryan Donato, Sharks (RFA)
Vitaly Abramov, Senators (RFA)
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DEFENSEMEN (9)
Mark Giordano, Flames
Dylan DeMelo, Jets
Troy Stecher, Red Wings
Nick Jensen, Capitals
Dean Kukan, Blue Jackets
Jacob MacDonald, Avalanche
Jake McCabe, Sabres (UFA)
Mike Reilly, Bruins (UFA)
Vince Dunn, Blues (RFA)
GOALIES (3)
Ben Bishop, Stars
Kaapo Kähkönen, Wild
Chris Driedger, Panthers (UFA)
Total salary cap hit: $54.97 million
While it manifests itself in different ways, my entire plan was
to strike at value. Ben Bishop’s injury issues worry me, but
let’s face it: that’s been the case much of his career. When
he’s played, he’s honestly been pretty incredible.
With Bishop and some of the other more costly players, my
motto with risk-taking was simple: if these players don’t pan
out, at least their contracts are short. Yanni Gourde (four
years) and Dylan DeMelo (three) represent the longest
contracts on the books, free agents pending. Not every pick
is meant to be a long-term Kraken. Giordano, Drouin,
Niederreiter, and others were selected as much for trade
potential as anything they could do on the ice.
So, mix one part trade bait that could also translate to on-ice
results. Then mix in some swipes at hopefully unearthing a
promising young talent. Would someone like Tyler Benson
and Carl Grundstrom become a difference-maker? Worth a
low-risk shot, and sure beats … I mean, basically everything
else available from Edmonton, for one. No doubt about it,
there are a few “lesser evils” on this roster, too. (Sorry, Ryan
Carpenter.)
Ideally, there could be some fair free-agent value from
someone like Vince Dunn, Chris Driedger, and Mike Reilly.
Or maybe their rights could fetch a little something in a
trade? That last part cements a funny thing even about this
exercise: we don’t totally know if there are side deals set up
between the Kraken and someone else. There are plenty of
“meh” options that could be replaced by bad (ideally short)
contracts for a premium price of picks and/or prospects.
Overall, the goal should be clear. Find value wherever you
can, while not boxing yourself into corners. The best moves
the Kraken make might end up being the ones
they don’t make.
Adam Gretz, NHL writer
FORWARDS (18)
Vladimir Tarasenko, Blues
James van Riemsdyk, Flyers

Jordan Eberle, Islanders
Yanni Gourde, Lightning
Joonas Donskoi, Avalanche
Jared McCann, Maple Leafs
Carl Hagelin, Capitals
Rocco Grimaldi, Predators
Christian Fischer, Coyotes
Ryan Carpenter, Blackhawks
Alexander Volkov, Ducks
Mason Appleton, Jets
Zack MacEwan, Canucks
Blake Lizotte, Kings
Colin Blackwell, Rangers
Zach Aston-Reese, Penguins (RFA)
Dominik Kahun, Oilers (RFA)
Ryan Donato, Sharks (RFA)
DEFENSE (9)
P.K. Subban, Devils
Mark Giordano, Flames
Colin Miller, Sabres
Brett Kulak, Canadiens
Troy Stecher, Red Wings
Dean Kukan, Blue Jackets
Joshua Brown, Senators
Jakub Zboril, Bruins
Jake Bean, Hurricanes (RFA)
GOALIES (3)
Ben Bishop, Stars
Kaapo Kähkönen, Wild
Chris Driedger, Panthers (UFA)
Total salary cap hit: $75.3 million
My goal here again was to limit long-term contracts as much
as possible to keep my salary cap flexibility open for the
future. So I resisted the urge to take too many of those big
contracts that are sitting out there, so I avoided Carey Price,
Matt Duchene, Ryan Johansen and players like that. Any big
money contract that I did take I tried to make sure it was
short-term and tradeable. I figure Mark Giordano or P.K.
Subban could be flipped with some salary retained to collect
more assets.
Vladimir Tarasenko, James van Riemsdyk, and Jordan
Eberle are the exceptions on the big money deals, but they
were far too intriguing to pass on and could help me be
competitive in year one, especially in that division.
In goal, I stuck with Ben Bishop because, well, I just think if
he is healthy the upside there in the short-term is substantial,
and with him, Driedger, and Kähkönen I should have a good
collection of goalies to keep me in games.
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Seattle Mock Expansion Draft 3.0: A Final Crack at the Kraken
Now that teams have revealed their protected lists, we have
a clearer sense of what's on the menu at Seattle's hockeyplayer buffet. This is our final projection of how the team
could look.
By Matt Larkin
The Seattle Kraken expansion draft is just days away now –
close enough that we can say hours away, really. Teams
have shuffled their decks with trades and buyouts, released
their protected lists and, judging by some of the surprising
omissions from those lists, plenty of side deals have
probably been struck with Kraken GM Ron Francis. That’s an
important caveat to keep in mind for this final mock-draft
projection, Just because a litany of high-profile players, from
Carey Price to Vladimir Tarasenko, are “available” on paper
doesn’t mean they’re about to change teams. It’s possible
their respective clubs have exposed them knowing Seattle
won’t be snatching them based on their prohibitive cap hits
and/or health reports, which allows those teams to protect
additional players. In the case of young, cheap, appealing
names surprisingly left exposed, it’s possible their teams
have already made side deals to save them, sending draft
picks to Seattle.
This third and final mock draft comes with the advantage of
knowing exactly which players are eligible to be claimed
now. At the same time: it’s more of a fun exercise than
anything. Don’t treat this projection as gospel and try to run
an autopsy on "how many picks I got right" after the Kraken
reveal their selections Wednesday. The possible roster
permutations are endless. Rather than treating my mock as a
projection of what Seattle will do, then, think of it as an
exercise exploring what Seattle could do. A lot will depend
on what Francis’ vision is. Does he want a competitive group
that can compete immediately in what should be a weak
Pacific Division? Would he rather take a dive in Year 1 based
on the exciting draft classes arriving in 2022 and 2023? We
can’t say for certain.
A second disclaimer for this list: even if we’re projecting
certain players with pricey contracts to end up in Kraken
uniforms, they may not be part of the mock draft. If Seattle
were to use an official pick on blueliner P.K. Subban, for
instance, it would inherit all $9-million of his cap hit. Trading
for him, on the other hand, would give the New Jersey Devils
the ability to retain up to 50 percent of his AAV. So those
types of acquisitions are likely to occur in separate deals
which could still be announced on expansion-draft night
rather than as part of the actual draft.
A quick refresher on some of the rules still in play leading up
to the expansion draft:

- The 2021 NHL Expansion Draft will be under the same
rules for Seattle as the Vegas Golden Knights in 2017.
Seattle will select one player from each team excluding the
Golden Knights for a total of 30 (min. 14 forwards, nine
defensemen and three goalies) not including additional
players who may be acquired as the result of violations of the
Expansion Draft rules.
- Seattle must choose a minimum of 20 players under
contract for the 2021-22 regular season and those with an
aggregate Expansion Draft value that is between 60-100
percent of the prior season's upper limit for the salary cap.
Seattle cannot buy out players chosen in the Expansion Draft
earlier than the summer following its first season.
- All first- and second-year NHL players, and all unsigned
draft choices, will be exempt from selection.
- One more tidbit to remember: the Kraken get a three-day
early negotiation window for UFAs from July 18 to 20 and are
the only team receiving an early window before free agency
begins July 28. Any UFA Seattle signs during that period will
count as the expansion-draft selection for that player’s
previous team.
It’s time for one last crack at projecting the Kraken!
ANAHEIM DUCKS: Haydn Fleury, D
Contract: $1.3 million to 2022 (RFA)
After Anaheim sold off blueliner Jani Hakanpaa to acquire
Fleury and Fleury showed some late-season promise with
increased responsibility in a Ducks uniform, his exposure is
surprising news. Maybe Ducks GM Bob Murray made a side
deal to save him but, after being burned at the 2017
expansion draft giving away Shea Theodore in a side deal,
Murray seems like one of the least likely GMs to go that
route again.
ARIZONA COYOTES: Michael Bunting, LW
Contract: UFA
Rather than punt a pick on a low-upside piece such as Ilya
Lyubushkin, why not sign Bunting, who showed some
intriguing goal-scoring ability this season? The sample size
was small enough that the dice roll wouldn’t cost much. I still
think Phil Kessel makes sense, too – but only in a trade that
would allow Arizona to swallow some of his $6.8-million cap
hit.
BOSTON BRUINS: Connor Clifton, D
Contract: $1 million to 2023 (UFA)
Clifton plays a surprisingly physical game for a somewhat
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undersized blueliner and mixes in mobility and a righthanded shot. Boston offers a few nice options for Seattle,
including Jeremy Lauzon on defense and Nick Ritchie up
front, so Clifton isn't a slam-dunk pick.
BUFFALO SABRES: Will Borgen, D
Contract: RFA
Borgen profiles as a steady physical presence who could
occupy a third-pair spot and doesn’t have enough NHL
experience to require a big raise on his $864,166 cap hit. A
low-risk, medium-gain selection.
CALGARY FLAMES: Mark Giordano, D
Contract: $6.75 million to 2022 (UFA)
The Flames understandably protected the much younger
Chris Tanev over their captain. The Athletic's Pierre LeBrun
suggested that the price to save Giordano is “too high” for
Calgary to meet. That tells us how keen the Kraken must be
on snatching him. Because his expiring contract and
established reputation as a revered leader and Norris Trophy
winner make him such an appealing trade-deadline chip for
down the road, the Kraken are essentially acquiring futures
by drafting Giordano. He can help them when he's in their
lineup and, if the season goes south, he can net them picks
and/or prospects in a trade.
CAROLINA HURRICANES: Jake Bean, D
Contract: RFA
Nino Niederreiter is awfully tempting given his expiring
contract, but Francis drafted Bean in Carolina, and Bean has
too much long-term upside as a puck-moving blueliner to
pass up.
CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS: Ryan Carpenter, RW
Contract: $1 million to 2022 (UFA)

Rather than have them force the ‘new Marc-Andre Fleury’
narrative with a rickety Ben Bishop, I project the Kraken to go
with a cheap upside play in AHL prospect Mascherin.
DETROIT RED WINGS: Troy Stecher, D
Contract: $1.7 million to 2022 (UFA)
Left winger Vlad Namestnikov would make sense, too, but
Stecher being a right-shot on defense broke the tie for me.
EDMONTON OILERS: Jujhar Khaira, C
Contract: RFA
Tyler Benson is waiver-eligible and thus carries some risk.
Khaira brings an incredibly high volume of body contact per
shift and would thus offer fan-favorite potential on an energy
line.
FLORIDA PANTHERS: Chris Driedger, G
Contract: UFA
I’ve been calling Driedger to Seattle for months now, and the
swirling rumors of him signing there only strengthen my
conviction. His sample size is small enough that he won’t
cost starter money to sign, and his ceiling appears to be
immense given his .929 career save percentage.
LOS ANGELES KINGS: Kale Clague, D
Contract: RFA
Clague had some reasonable prospect juice coming up
L.A.’s system as a puck-mover. He thus makes sense as a
buy low. He wouldn’t necessarily have a large role right
away, but he would have an easier path to one than he did
as a King given Seattle has to build its organizational depth
from square 1.
MINNESOTA WILD: Kaapo Kahkonen, G
Contract: $725,000 to 2022 (RFA)

He carries a fair price for a bottom-sixer who can kill
penalties and play multiple forward positions. A nice, safe
choice with only a year of term commitment.

I know Cam Talbot outplayed Kahkonen overall this past
season. But Kahkonen flashed star potential in spurts and is
a decade younger. He’s a natural choice for the Kraken to
me: a home-run swing that costs almost nothing.

COLORADO AVALANCHE: Joonas Donskoi, RW
Contract: $3.9 million to 2023 (UFA)

MONTREAL CANADIENS: Brett Kulak, D
Contract: $1.85 million to 2022 (UFA)

He’s not the most exciting pick, but he’s a proven middle-six
veteran that will help raise the team’s floor, performance
wise.
COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS: Max Domi, C
Contract: $5.3 million to 2022 (UFA)
Domi can help the Kraken in multiple ways. If his recovery
from shoulder surgery takes longer than expected, he could
end up a year-long LTIR stash. If he returns next season, he
could get a look as Seattle’s No. 1 center. Someone has to
score on this team, and he’s better than he showed in
Columbus.

No Carey Price!? I chickened out. The cap commitment is
just too massive and puts the franchise in a financially
inflexible situation from Day 1. Jonathan Drouin was
tempting but, given the uncertainty of his personal situation,
he’s not the pick for me. We go for safe depth instead with
Kulak.
NASHVILLE PREDATORS: Calle Jarnkrok, LW
Contract: $2 million to 2022 (UFA)

DALLAS STARS: Adam Mascherin, RW
Contract: RFA

Protecting five D-men gives the Kraken a few respectable
forward options to choose from. No chance they bite and
take Matt Duchene or Ryan Johansen unless it’s in a trade
with salary retention, right? The versatile and affordable
Jarnkrok seems like a no-brainer pick.

The Stars wisely cashed out Jason Dickson with a trade to
the Vancouver Canucks before the Kraken could swipe him.

NEW JERSEY DEVILS: Nathan Bastian, RW
Contract: $825,000 to 2023 (RFA)
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The Devils present multiple interesting options for the
Kraken. They could bite on mobile defenseman Will Butcher
or the top-six upside of left winger Andreas Johnsson. Since
I have Seattle spending its bigger bucks on more proven
options, I go with a bargain here in the big, bruising Bastian.
NEW YORK ISLANDERS: Jordan Eberle, RW
Contract: $5.5 million to 2024 (UFA)
If the Kraken decide they want to compete in the Pacific
immediately, which I genuinely believe is a realistic goal,
they’ll need to spend a bit of cap space on legitimate top-six
forwards. Eberle isn’t a sexy pick anymore at 31, but a safe
pick? Sure.
NEW YORK RANGERS: Colin Blackwell, RW
Contract: $725,000 to 2022 (UFA)
Just $725,000 for a guy who busted out for 12 goals in 47
games? When the Rangers opted to protect Kevin Rooney,
they made the decision easy for the Kraken – on paper, at
least.
OTTAWA SENATORS: Chris Tierney, C
Contract: $3.5 million to 2022
He’s been my Ottawa pick in every mock draft. Plays center,
can operate as a penalty killer and support scorer in a
middle-six role, has a flippable expiring deal. He’s a more
flexible piece to add than Evgenii Dadonov.
PHILADELPHIA FLYERS: James van Riemsdyk, LW
Contract: $7 million to 2023 (UFA)
Francis’ claim about the importance of cap space keeps
popping up, but term matters more. That’s why I don’t think
the JVR contract is too unattractive. It’s just two years of
commitment for a guy who can score 25-plus goals as a
scoring-line winger and power-play presence.
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS: Zach Aston-Reese, LW
Contract: RFA
No Brandon Tanev? To me, his skill set can be found for a
lot less than $3.5 million across four more seasons. AstonReese shouldn’t cost as much on his next contract and is an
underrated defensive winger.
SAN JOSE SHARKS: Dylan Gambrell, C
Contract: $1.1 million to 2022 (RFA)
I haven’t backed off my stance that the Sharks’ group of
available players is weak enough that Seattle may as well
break the tie by adding a local boy for their fourth line.
ST. LOUIS BLUES: Vince Dunn, D
Contract: RFA
Tarasenko is exciting, sure. But he’s risky and expensive. If
you take him, it’s in a trade, sweetened with a draft pick and
made more palatable with some salary retention. I don’t think
you can justify Tarasenko when a quality talent like Dunn is

just sitting there for free. He’s the type of player who is sidedeal worthy to retain.
TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING: Ondrej Palat, LW
Contract: $5.3 million to 2022 (UFA)
Some project Yanni Gourde to the Kraken, but four more
seasons at $5.17 million feels risky. I prefer Palat on an
expiring deal that will be extremely attractive to flip at the
2022 deadline should Seattle not be in contention. Palat
plays a strong two-way game yet can flourish on a scoring
line, too.
TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS: Alexander Kerfoot, LW
Contract: $3.5 million to 2023 (UFA)
It’s Kerfoot or Jared McCann headed to Seattle, right? Most
would prefer the younger, cheaper McCann, but my guess:
the Leafs made the acquisition knowing something we don’t.
Perhaps it’s already set in stone that Kerfoot is gone and/or
the Leafs made a little side deal to keep McCann around.
VANCOUVER CANUCKS: Braden Holtby, G
Contract: $4.3 million to 2022 (UFA)
Holtby brings veteran leadership, one of the more
progressive sets of social values in the league and an
expiring deal Seattle can sell off to a team looking for an
experienced playoff backup. Hard to believe Holtby is only
31.
WASHINGTON CAPITALS: Brenden Dillon, D
Contract: $3.9 million to 2024
I had leaned Justin Schultz before, but my Kraken squad
already has strong puck-moving acumen. Dillon brings
penalty-killing skill, a big, net-clearing body and veteran
leadership. He’s a Pacific Northwesterner to boot.
WINNIPEG JETS: Dylan DeMelo, D
Contract: $3 million to 2024
I’m still pretty stunned the Jets exposed a quality defensive
defenseman who tends to elevate his teammates in DeMelo.
You have to take him if you’re Seattle, right? This feels like
one of Francis’ easier choices, though it’s always possible
Jets GM Kevin Cheveldayoff saves DeMelo with a side deal.
TEAM AT A GLANCE
Forwards (16)
Zach Aston-Reese
Nathan Bastian
Coin Blackwell
Michael Bunting
Ryan Carpenter
Max Domi
Joonas Donskoi
Jordan Eberle
Dylan Gambrell
Calle Jarnkrok
Alexander Kerfoot
Jujhar Khaira
Adam Mascherin
Ondrej Palat
Chris Tierney
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James van Riemsdyk
Defensemen (11)
Jake Bean
Will Borgen
Kale Clague
Connor Clifton
Dylan DeMelo
Brendan Dillon
Vince Dunn

Haydn Fleury
Mark Giordano
Brett Kulak
Troy Stecher
Goaltenders (3)
Chris Driedger
Braden Holtby
Kaapo Kahkonen

A Seven-Round Mock Draft for the Hurricanes
With eight picks in the upcoming draft, the Hurricanes have a
chance to build on an already impressive pipeline.

to mention the connection to Karpat, which is owned by
Sebastian Aho’s father, Harri Aho.

By Matthew Somma

91st Overall - Kirill Kirsanov, SKA St. Petersburg

Well, this is it. My final piece before the Carolina Hurricanes
make a selection in the 2021 NHL Entry Draft. This time, I’ll
be doing a seven round mock draft for the Carolina
Hurricanes. No other teams will be involved, so the computer
will be picking for 31 other teams in this draft. If you’re
curious, I’m linking the draft simulator that I’ll be using. It’s a
fun tool and you can adjust randomness levels for pure
chaos drafts. The settings will not be changed in this run
through, however.

Kirsanov is another player that falls to the Hurricanes. He is
ranked as a bubble second round prospect but I could see
him fall for a couple of reasons. For starters, Russian
prospects tend to fall a little further than they should in the
draft because NHL teams tend to avoid Russian players. The
ones that don’t avoid Russian players keep drafting good
Russian players. Funny how that works. The second reason
is due to Kirsanov’s skating being average at best. Even if he
improves his stride, it’ll likely limit him to second-pairing
minutes at best. Still, the potential is intriguing and he saw a
good amount of ice time at the KHL level this season.

27th Overall - Oskar Olausson, HV71
The Hurricanes pick the best player available, in my opinion.
Olausson has 20+ goal upside at the NHL level and is one of
the more dynamic players available to them at this position. I
considered Isak Rosen and Zach Dean in this position but
went with my gut here, selecting Olausson. I feel that he’s
more in line with the Hurricanes’ recent draft picks and his
upside is too high to pass on. Olausson could be a top-six
scorer if he hits his potential. Dean might make me regret not
picking him, however. I like his upside and the pace at which
he plays would be a great fit for the Hurricanes. Olausson
has more game-breaking potential, however, so I’m confident
in this pick.

123rd Overall - Yegor Savikov, Lada Togliatti

59th Overall - Ville Koivunen, Karpat U20

The Hurricanes seem to take at least one US-based High
School skater in each draft, and they pick Brody Lamb in the
sixth round. Lamb has some goal scoring potential and will
have time to develop before heading to the University of
Minnesota in the fall of 2022. High school players are always
risks because of the lack of competition at their level, but the
Hurricanes can afford to wait five or more years for Lamb to
develop.

I was shocked when I saw that Koivunen was available when
the Hurricanes picked in the second round. He’s a bubble
prospect for the second round, but in a year of uncertainty, I
suppose that his stock fell in the simulation. Koivunen has a
lot of strong offensive tools and can play on either wing,
making him a great pick for the Hurricanes. I strongly
considered going with a defenseman here. The Hurricanes
haven’t picked a defenseman in the first two rounds of the
draft since they picked Luke Martin in 2017, and we all know
how that worked out. Still, I chose Koivunen because I felt
that he was the best player available for the Hurricanes. Not

The Hurricanes select back-to-back Russian defensemen in
this draft, going with offensive defenseman Yegor Savikov.
Being able to squeeze extra points out of your blue line can
be critical to a team’s success, and there’s a chance that
Savikov could be a power play quarterback capable of
putting up a lot of points. His size might be a barrier to NHL
success, but I like the puck moving skills from this
defenseman.
187th Overall - Brody Lamb, Dodge County Wildcats

200th Overall - Ty Murchison, USNTDP
Murchison is the third defenseman selected by the
Hurricanes in this draft. He’s a very raw prospect but size,
physicality and more stand out as possible NHL tools. In the
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later rounds of the draft, you’re looking for one or two things
in a player’s game to help them develop around. Murchison
will have four years at Arizona State University to do just
that.
209th Overall - Tomas Suchanek, HC Frydek-Mistek
Suchanek had a rough go of things this season but is still
ranked as the sixth best European goaltender in the draft.
He’ll be playing for Tri-City in the WHL next season, so he’ll
likely see time as a rebuilding team’s starting goalie. Since
you’re drafting Suchanek from the Czech leagues,
technically, you’ll have longer than two years to let him
develop into a professional goalie. There are still some risks,
but adding another goalie to the pipeline is never a bad idea.
You never know what can happen.
219th Overall - Noah Meier, GC Kusnacht
With their final pick in the 2021 draft, the Hurricanes select
offensive defenseman Noah Meier from Switzerland. The

Hurricanes almost never draft Swiss players, so this might be
a tough sell for their staff. Meier is another defenseman and
without any long-term transfer agreements between the
Swiss leagues and the NHL, the Hurricanes can afford to let
Meier develop for as long as he needs to. It’s a low-risk
selection for the Hurricanes.
The Hurricanes used four of their eight picks on defensemen
in this draft in order to shore up their depth. The Canes’
defensive depth in the pipeline has waned in recent years, so
stocking up on some defensemen might be a good idea in
this draft. While Kirsanov and Savikov may have their risks, I
believe that the rewards are worth taking a chance on each
player. Bias aside, I like the first two picks for the Hurricanes
in this draft. After that, things get a little more gray. There
aren’t any sure things in this draft class, and it’s a weaker
class than most. I’ll provide my thoughts on Twitter as well as
on the Canes Country site, so be sure to tune in for more
draft content.

The rest of the Canes’ UFAs: Martinook, Paquette, Hakanpaa
The Canes have a few different roster questions to figure
out. Can any of their current UFAs provide those answers?
By Ryan Henkel
We’ve talked about most of the upcoming free agents here at
Canes Country, but let’s finish off the rest of the unrestricted
free agent list before the expansion draft hits.
It’s important to remember not only for these last three, but
also for all UFAs, that what the Canes have to offer them is
contingent on what both Andrei Svechnikov and Alex
Nedeljkovic’s new contracts end up looking like.
With the flat cap still in effect, every dollar is important for
maneuvering around the limit and managing to fit all of the
Canes’ high-end players within.
So without further ado, here are the last three unrestricted
free agents and whether or not the Hurricanes should be
looking to bring them back.
Cedric Paquette
Truthfully, there isn’t too much to say about Cedric Paquette.
He was brought in early into the 2021 season for a couple of
reasons. He was a recent Stanley Cup champion — winning
with Tampa Bay in 2020 — he brought a physical presence
and most importantly he cost less than Ryan Dzingel, who he
was traded for.
He appeared in 38 regular season games for the Hurricanes,
netting three goals and seven points and he did bring that
physical edge, finishing third on the team in total hits.
He was defensively sound in his own end — not great, but
good enough — but was an offensive black hole, not
generating much at all in terms of scoring chances.
He was primarily a healthy scratch in the postseason, where
he made little to no impact, playing only four games and
notching just one point.

He seemed to be just the right acquisition when he first got to
Carolina, but he quickly fell to the wayside with inconsistent
play and injuries. He shouldn’t be expected to return as the
Canes can easily replace his value with internal pieces that
could use the playing time.
Jordan Martinook
Martinook is a heart and soul player and one of the most
vocal leaders of this current iteration of the Hurricanes.
Outside of the rink, his infectious attitude and wild spirit
quickly won over the fanbase and endeared him to the city
while inside it, he made himself into a key figure of Carolina’s
locker room and culture resulting in him wearing a letter.
But subsequent injuries and a lack of production has his
Carolina career sitting on a precipice.
At $2 million, the Canes just can not afford to pay him with
the continued flat cap and the looming contracts they have.
He has both strong defensive and penalty killing results, but
the Canes are also getting those results from their higherend players who provide offense as well, something
Martinook hasn’t in the last two seasons.
If he scouts the market, and the offers don’t come flying in,
perhaps returning to Raleigh at a discount — around at most
a $1.5 million price tag — would be the preferred course of
action for him.
The Canes would probably like to be able to keep him
around, but only for another short-term deal as eventually
Carolina will need the roster spot to start infusing its lineup
and bottom-six with its talented up and coming youth.
Jani Hakanpaa
The Canes acquired Jani Hakanpaa at the 2021 trade
deadline at the cost of long-time project Haydn Fleury. It’s
not to say that they should re-sign him simply because of
that sunk cost, but Hakanpaa proved to be a capable
acquisition that could yield more successful results over time.
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He’s a big, physical defenseman who skates well and has
shown to be defensively sound within his own zone. While
not necessarily the type of player Carolina has sought to
produce before, a cheap, low-event defenseman could be a
welcome addition to the blueline.
Hakanpaa is not useful at all in the offensive zone, and
struggled mightily on the penalty kill, but his 5v5 defensive
analytics are very promising. He had a fairly strong showing
for the Hurricanes and if his cost comes around a slight raise

of $1 to $1.3 million, they should be looking to bring him
back.
With the potential loss of both Dougie Hamilton and Jake
Bean on the horizon, the uncertainty of Jake Gardiner’s
injury troubles, and without an obvious successor in the
pipeline to replace any of them, Hakanpaa may be just what
the Canes need right now to help supplement what may be a
depleted blueline.
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https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article252895703.html
https://theathletic.com/2715896/2021/07/20/which-hurricanes-are-staying-and-leaving-ahead-of-wednesdays-nhl-expansion-draft/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/history-of-27th-overall-nhl-draft-pick/c-325699846
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It’s an anxious time to be an ‘unprotected’ NHL player as the expansion
draft nears

BY CHIP ALEXANDER JULY 20, 2021 02:30 PM

The Seattle Kraken are lining up an impressive list of celebrities to help
make Wednesday’s NHL expansion draft a star-spangled affair.
Gary Payton, Marshawn Lynch, Sue Bird, Bobby Wagner, Lenny Wilkins,
Shawn Kemp ... it’s quite a lineup set for the big production number at
Seattle’s Gas Works Park.
But there are others who have been sitting by and waiting, some
nervously, some excitedly. Those are the NHL players who were not
protected by their teams for the expansion draft and will learn
Wednesday -- unless their agents have given them pre-draft intel -- if
they’re staying put or have been selected and will be moving to Seattle.
For the Carolina Hurricanes, it could be an anxious time for forward Nino
Niederreiter or defenseman Jake Bean. Neither were protected by the

Canes and will be available in the draft, which begins at 8 p.m. and will
be shown on ESPN2.
The Canes protected seven forwards: Jordan Staal, Sebastian Aho,
Teuvo Teravainen, Andrei Svechnikov, Vincent Trocheck, Jesper Fast
and Warren Foegele. But not Niederreiter, whose 20 goals in the 56game regular season ranked second on a team that won the Central
Division.
Why Foegele and not Niederreiter?
A lot of the offseason scuttlebutt about the Canes has had Foegele
possibly being traded, allowing the 25-year-old winger the ability — in
theory — to get more playing time and a better opportunity elsewhere.
That trade obviously didn’t happen before the expansion lists were
finalized. It might have been a factor in Foegele being kept on the Canes’
protected list.
Foegele is a restricted free agent and has salary arbitration rights,
according to CapFriendly.com, an analytics site that tracks player
contracts. He had a $2.15 million cap hit in 2020-21, signing a one-year
contract on Nov. 1, 2020.
Canes general manager Don Waddell, in announcing the signing, noted
Foegele had improved in each year of his professional career and that he
expected him to “enhance his role on our team.”
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Foegele did not take a big step forward last season. He had 10 goals and
10 assists in 53 games, scoring once in the last 14 games, then one goal
and one assist in 10 Stanley Cup playoff games. Several of his statistical
metrics took slight dips.

Drew Shore (F)

Despite the standstill season by Foegele, he might have been attractive
to the Kraken and general manager Ron Francis if left unprotected for the
draft. Foegele was a third-round draft pick by Carolina — the 67th overall
selection — in 2014 when Francis was the Canes’ GM. He has
developed into a player who effectively uses his speed and size to be a
strong forechecker.

Jake Gardiner (D)

Should the Kraken take Niederreiter, which is a possibility, it will be
pricey. Niederreiter, 28, has a $5.25 million cap hit and will be an
unrestricted free agent after next season.

Maxime Lajoie (D)

Should Niederreiter be the Kraken’s pick, that would potentially open up
more playing time for Foegele, if re-signed by the Canes. Niederreiter
averaged 15:43 of ice time in 2020-21 and Foegele 14:09.

Joakim Ryan (D)

The Kraken and Francis could decide to take Bean, 23. He now has NHL
experience. He got power-play time with the Canes this past season. Still
slender at 6-1 and a listed 186 pounds, he has gotten stronger but will
never be a bruiser in the defensive zone. He’s a puck-mover, and he’s
skilled.
Bean is the cheaper option and could be Seattle’s option. Another
possibility: The Kraken working out a long-term deal with Canes
defenseman Dougie Hamilton, a pending UFA. That’s a situation still to
be resolved.
“There are a lot of moving parts but we’ve been preparing for this for a
long time,” Francis said Saturday on a media call.”The one thing we think
is extremely invaluable in this environment is cap space and we’ve got
$81.5 million in cap space to play with.”
FULL CAROLINA HURRICANES LIST

Spencer Smallman (F)
Jake Bean (D)

Eric Gelinas (D)
Jani Hakanpaa (D)
Dougie Hamilton (D)

Roland McKeown (D)

David Warsofsky (D)
Antoine Bibeau (G)
Jeremy Helvig (G)
Petr Mrazek (G)
James Reimer (G)
Dylan Wells (G)
2021 NHL EXPANSION DRAFT
When: Wednesday, 8 pm.
TV: ESPN2
News Observer LOADED: 07.21.2021
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Protected
Sebastian Aho (F)

Which Hurricanes are staying and leaving ahead of Wednesday’s NHL
expansion draft?

Jesper Fast (F)
Warren Foegele (F)

By Sara Civian Jul 20, 2021

Jordan Staal (F)
Andrei Svechnikov (F)
Teuvo Teravainen (F)
Vincent Trocheck (F)
Brett Pesce (D)
Brady Skjei (D)
Jaccob Slavin (D)
Alex Nedeljkovic (G)
Available
Morgan Geekie (F)
Steven Lorentz (F)
Jordan Martinook (F)
Max McCormick (F)
Brock McGinn (F)
Nino Niederreiter (F)
Cedric Paquette (F)
Sheldon Rempal (F)

Folks, we are so close to things actually happening. The expansion draft
is Wednesday. The amateur draft starts Friday. Free agency looms in a
week.
Actual stuff, so, so soon!
Before said things happen, let’s take one final look at the most likely and
least likely Hurricanes to leave Raleighwood this offseason. When all is
said and done, we can look back at this list and see how accurate it
actually was.
The untouchables
Sebastian Aho
Andrei Svechnikov
Jaccob Slavin
Jordan Staal (NMC)
For these four, just refer to Sunday’s protected list article. It simply is not
happening, and I kindly request that you don’t go into this comments
section saying, “Well, what if it was one-for-one for Connor McDavid?”
Because it’s not going to be one-for-one for Connor McDavid. Staal is
obviously a unique case where he might get moved before his contract
ends under certain circumstances, but not before the start of this season.
I’m sure if “untouchable” is the right word for that, but call it what you
want — the captain will be back.
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The almost untouchables
Teuvo Teravainen: On the same term as his Finnish sidekick and one of
the best contract-to-value ratios in the league, pretty much any trade
involving shipping Teravainen out would be a loss. He’s established
himself in the Hurricanes’ core as the piece that makes everything work
via his multi-assist nights, deceptively lethal shot and work on the penalty
kill.
Martin Necas: Necas is a huge part of the future, and it seems like his
breakout season is just the beginning. He was involved in tons of
unfounded trade rumors before his scoring really took off, but anyone
who watched him both down in Charlotte and with the Canes even before
he went off knew he wasn’t going anywhere then, and he’s sure as heck
not going anywhere now.
Brett Pesce: Man, the Canes sure do have a few stellar contracts.
Pesce’s $4.025 through 2024 is a backbone for the team that it can’t
afford to lose. The Hurricanes may have fielded a few offers when
general managers called in previous seasons, just to see what they could
get, but it’s clear after last season — and with a murky blue line future —
the Canes need the Jack-of-all-trades Pesce.
A trade would make no sense
Vincent Trocheck: Protected in the expansion draft, the missing piece
that finally gave the Canes depth down the center, a secondary scorer on
a team that’s been lacking — Trocheck has been great as the Canes
look to advance from making the playoffs to winning the Cup. I don’t
know who you’d trade him for.
Brady Skjei: The Canes really can’t afford to lose any more NHL
experience on their blue line, and Skjei can eat big minutes. If they sign
Dougie Hamilton and the Kraken don’t take Jake Bean, then we’ll talk
about Skjei. But it’s unlikely both of those things will happen. And what
return does Skjei command? We can debate if acquiring him made sense
to begin with, but the Canes are probably better off keeping him now that
they have him.
Nino Niederreiter: Niederreiter is hard to fit into a category on this list
because, while I personally believe it makes no sense to trade him, I
know the Canes would hear out a trade offer to shed some cap space,
and they obviously exposed him in the expansion draft. What was the
Hurricanes’ main issue during the playoffs? Lack of secondary scoring.
Who was out during the playoffs? Trocheck and Niederreiter. That was a
tough bounce that showed exactly how valuable those two are to this
team. And sorry, but considering how this offseason has gone so far, I’m
unconvinced the Canes would take the cap space to improve the team.
That’s harsh, and free agency hasn’t even happened yet, but I’m willing
to come back to this post during training camp and eat crow.
Dougie Hamilton (James Guillory / USA Today)
Depends on the return or the price
Dougie Hamilton: Negotiations are still ongoing and — you guessed it —
quiet. I can still see this going either way. It looks like the Canes don’t
want to spend more than $7 million on Hamilton, but the situation is still
fluid, so we’ll wait for more information before analyzing it in its own
article.
Alex Nedeljkovic: I forgot how to speak English for a second, but I talked
about this while I was in-studio with Joe and Joe at 99.9 The Fan
yesterday (19:00 in for all of it, 29:00 for the goalie talk — I meant
unrestricted free agent, pronouncing Nedeljkovic correctly was enough
stress for the day). This should be a no-brainer, but the Canes might be
worried about the money he could make in arbitration. It’s been a long,
tricky road full of loopholes and strange rules with the Canes and
Nedeljkovic, and while you don’t want to overpay a relatively unproven
guy with potential as if he’s a veteran No. 1, at a certain point you have to
show him he’s valued. Unless the Canes have something else in mind for
their goaltending situation — and I don’t think they do.

Warren Foegele: I don’t want to say Foegele is “most likely gone,”
exactly, but he’s been the Cane most linked to accurate trade rumors.
Other than Hamilton, I’d make an educated guess that he’s the one most
likely gone in this tier. He’s an enticing player to teams in need of a
scrappy, young guy who can play anywhere in the lineup. The Canes
aren’t willing to just throw him away because he does add value in his
versatility.
Brock McGinn: It’s more likely than not that McGinn is the unrestricted
free agent glue guy of the bunch the Canes sign and keep. He clearly
has the most value, especially when it comes to the playoffs, and most
importantly coach Rod Brind’Amour would riot if McGinn wasn’t back. At
the same time, I’m curious how much money he’ll make and if the Canes
are willing to go there when they have multiple other situations they seem
unwilling to “go there” for on their plate right now.
Steven Lorentz and/or Morgan Geekie: There’s a possibility the Kraken
go with Lorentz or Geekie over Bean depending on their strategy and
other players available, but I’d still bet on Bean. Lorentz emerged as a
hardworking, cheap fourth-line option via the Taxi Squad last season.
The Canes clearly need to lower their bottom-six payroll, and Lorentz and
Geekie are perfect to fill those roles for now. Still, if a team is willing to
send over secondary scoring for some sort of package including Lorentz
or Geekie, the Canes should hear them out.
Jani Hakanpaa: I almost put Hakanpaa in the “most likely gone” category,
but why wouldn’t the Canes re-sign him for a cheap enough contract?
He’s shown some glimmers of promise in his short-lived Canes career,
and again, they need the defensive depth. If they don’t re-sign him on a
good contract or get something out of this, letting go of Haydn Fleury isn’t
looking great.
Most likely gone
Cedric Paquette: It was a fun experiment that did no harm, but it’s
ultimately too pricey to continue in light of literally everything else. The
Canes will have to find more snarl within or elsewhere.
Jake Bean: As everyone keeps saying, it just makes sense for Kraken
general manager Ron Francis to snag the promising, cheap defenseman
he once drafted. Let’s not overthink it.
Nice knowing you
Jordan Martinook: It’s sad for everyone, and Martinook has a legacy with
this team that no one can take away.
I DON’T THINK JUST QUOTING THIS DOES IT JUSTICE. WHAT A
GUY. PIC.TWITTER.COM/SVZFVVOJED
— SARA CIV (@SARACIVIAN) JUNE 11, 2021
The Canes can only give their fourth line so much money, and Martinook
obviously wants to find the best contract he can — especially with a
newborn. Nothing’s official, but it was already looking bleak with at least
four “glue guys” looking for deals. Then his beloved dad made a
Facebook post indicating it was the end of Martinook’s journey with the
Canes, and being the amazing guy he is, Martinook recently did this.
There might be a slim chance the sides figure something out, but I’d bet
against it.
Who knows?
Petr Mrazek: I’d love to know what’s going on in Mrazek’s mind right now.
Would he be OK acting like nothing happened and coming back as the
No. 1 goalie if the Canes don’t re-sign Nedeljkovic? Would he be OK with
a No. 2 role again? (Let’s be real, probably not.) What would either of
those contracts look like?
James Reimer: I picture Reimer in the middle of Nowhere, Canada right
now, getting his pilot’s license or wakeboarding, and he’s earned it. He’s
also earned more of an opportunity to play and probably a similar salary
t0 his $3.4 million average annual value last season. Would the Canes
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be willing to dish out that much for a backup? It depends on what the rest
of their goaltending situation will be, and that’s still a mystery.
Jake Gardiner: The Kraken selecting Gardiner and his $4.05 million AAV
is a pipe dream, but could the Canes somehow sweeten the deal? I just
don’t see it happening with Francis’ penchant for cap space and the
questions regarding Gardiner’s ability to play at 100 percent.
The Athletic LOADED: 07.21.2021
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The Athletic / EA Sports has new titles coming amid sustained demand
for next-gen consoles and games

By Bill Shea Jul 20, 2021

EA Sports unquestionably dominates the sports video game market,
having sold hundreds of millions of its FIFA and Madden and other
franchises over the decades.
The pandemic accelerated video-game play and sales of games and
consoles globally, and the Electronic Arts sports division was among the
industry’s major beneficiaries.
While the COVID-19 crisis continues, global mass vaccination efforts
have helped return a sense of normalcy. People are going back to their
jobs and traveling again — but they’re also still buying and playing video
games and systems at a record pace.
EA Sports has signaled that it expects the video game-playing (and
buying) trend to continue.
“We’ve had an unprecedented year,” Andrea Hopelain, the company’s
senior vice president of global brand management, said in a call this
week with The Athletic as part of the company’s media promotion for its
EA Play Live summer showcase on Thursday.
She said 230 million players have engaged with EA Sports games and
content over the past year, and that number is expected to grow in
coming years. Helping drive that engagement is the FIFA soccer
franchise that Hopelain said had 100 million players last year, including
20 million in the Ultimate Team mode, representing 180 percent growth
in matches.
EA Sports also has seen year-over-year user growth with its NHL and
UFC game titles, she said.
“We had success across the portfolio,” Hopelain said. “We’ve seen a ton
of growth and are not seeing that slow.”
Some of the forecasted user growth will come with the pending release of
the company’s two bread-and-butter titles: Madden 22 hits store shelves
on Aug. 20, and FIFA 22 arrives Oct. 1.
These latest iterations boast new features such as the more realistic
“hypermotion” technology intended to make all of the players in the pitch
in a FIFA match visually perform more realistically — and with embedded
machine learning to write new motion-capture animations as the game
progresses, Hopelain said.
And in Madden 22, the fresh selling points include unique NFL stadium
attributes that affect momentum, AI-driven next-gen stats and fanrequested advanced scouting in franchise mode, she said.
Will those new features drive new sales? Time will tell, but both games
have large, devoted followings. FIFA has reportedly sold more than 325
million copies since its 1993 launch, while Madden is at more than 130
million units moved since its 1988 debut.
The EA Sports title many gamers are keen for is the resurrected college
football game, which the company announced in February would return,
but it didn’t provide a timeframe or details. The company hasn’t said
much since, even with the college NIL rights developments, so fans of
the game are left to speculate.

Hopelain had little to offer except that that EA development team “is
working hard on building a great game” and the company is “steadfast
and committed to deliver the most authentic college football game we
can deliver.”
An update on the game’s development should happen “soon,” she said,
without defining “soon.”
Also in the development pipeline is a new PGA Tour game scheduled to
arrive in spring 2022. It will be EA Sports’ first golf game since 2015 and
will be the first golf game to include all four major championships. The
Masters will be on the cover. Tiger Woods, who was the face of EA’s golf
franchise from 1998 to 2013, partnered in March with rival game maker
2K for a new golf game franchise.
Two other notable EA Sports titles — NHL and UFC — were last
released within a couple of days of each other in October 2020. Hopelain
said there will be news soon on the next NHL game, but there is “no
groundwork” yet on the next UFC game. EA has published four UFC
titles since 2014, so if the every-other-year cadence holds, the next
version should come in 2022.
While known for console games, Electronic Arts’ core business strategy
in recent years has been to expand its modest mobile game offerings.
Over the past several months, it has spent billions of dollars to acquire
game developers.
Here are the acquisitions:
• EA paid $1.2 billion in February for British game developer
Codemasters Software Company Ltd., which took over the Formula One
racing game series in 2009 from EA (which launched the game in 2000).
• It paid $2.4 billion in April for San Francisco-based game maker Glu
Mobile, which makes the MLB Tap Sports Baseball franchise and claims
45 million downloads.
• In May, EA paid an undisclosed amount for Canadian game developer
Metalhead Software, maker of the arcade-style “Super Mega Baseball”
since 2014 — which means Electronic Arts has a baseball game for the
first time since “MVP 07: NCAA Baseball” in 2007. It last had a licensed
MLB game in 2005.
• In June, EA bought mobile studio Playdemic, maker of Golf Clash, from
Warner Media for $1.4 billion in cash.
Buying mobile game developers is a catch-up strategy for Electronic Arts,
one that existed before the pandemic.
“As a company, our acquisitions and those type of choices weren’t driven
by the pandemic,” Hopelain said. “Our strategy hasn’t fundamentally
changed.”
While game sales are important for EA’s bottom line, live services
generate most of the company’s money. What are live services? All the
content and perks sold to players within games along with subscriptions,
esports, advertising, etc.
“We’ve continued to focus on our live services, connecting fans to the
real world of sports,” Hopelain said.
Game sales revenue for Electronic Arts as a whole — not just EA Sports
— actually fell last year as revenue overall went up. For the company’s
fiscal year that ended March 31, EA reported $5.63 billion in net revenue:
$1.6 billion in game sales and more than $4 billion in live services.
The year before, net revenue was $5.54 billion: $1.9 billion in game sales
and $3.65 billion in live services.
Without getting too deeply into the nuances of annual report financials,
EA’s $6.19 billion in total revenue last year was the most in company
history and $640 million more than expected, said Blake Jorgensen, EA’s
CFO and COO, on the fourth-quarter earnings call in May.
Of that, $4.6 billion was live services.
“To give some perspective, that $4.6 billion is equivalent to the sale of
around 130 million copies of console games. Digital represents 62
percent of our full game units sold in fiscal 2021 for consoles, up 13
percentage points from last year,” Jorgensen said, per a transcript of the
call.
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A major chunk of that came outside of the sports division, primarily from
the Apex Legends franchise that’s a first-person shooter/battle royale
game. EA got $600 million from that game last year, well beyond the
prediction of up to $400 million.
Total U.S. video game and game content sales in the second quarter this
year totaled $12.56 billion, up from $12.32 billion in 2020 and $8.44
billion in 2019, per data from industry analysts The NPD Group.
EA Sports and other game developers are hampered by the pandemic’s
effect on production and retail delivery of the newest game consoles.
Last year, the industry’s primary rivals released the so-called Gen 5
machines just before the holidays, but they struggled to meet demand
because of how the pandemic slowed manufacturing and global shipping.
While the manufactures rarely release data, estimates are that Sony has
sold 9.75 million PlayStation 5 units and Microsoft has sold 5.82 million
Xbox Series X/S consoles.
By contrast, global sales of the PlayStation 2 released in 2000 topped
157 million units, while the Xbox 360 that debuted in 2005 sold more than
85 million worldwide.
When asked about the console delays and the effect on game sales,
Hopelain deferred to the manufacturers.
“We continue to focus on building for the best available technology
possible, which includes the Gen 5 consoles,” she said.
Mat Piscatella, the top video game industry analyst at The NPD Group,
said that console hardware sales were up 45 percent in the first half of
2021 compared with the same period last year (which was far less
affected by the pandemic).
The PS5 is the clear sales champion, but Xbox isn’t doing badly. The
PS5’s first eight months of retail sales are the best for any console in
history over the same amount of time, Piscatella said, while June Xbox
sales were the best in that game system since the brand’s 2001 launch.
“Hardware sales continue to rock and roll,” he said via email. “What
started as a boost from pandemic-related changes to consumer behavior
has transitioned into next generation ramp. However, manufacturers are
still not able to satiate consumer demand due to the component
shortages impacting everything from laptops to cars, along with logistics
challenges.”
Here are the video game hardware sales in the second quarter, per NPD:
2019: $541 million
2020: $842 million
2021: $941 million
Clearly, gamers buy consoles when new systems are available, and
console supply eventually will meet demand. The video game industry is
healthy overall.
“It appears the video game market attracted more players last year, and
incentivized players to play for more hours, and it is likely that the market
is holding onto that audience and increased play, at least so far,”
Piscatella said.
The Athletic LOADED: 07.21.2021
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The Athletic / Woman victimized by NHL prospect in Sweden: ‘All I
wanted was a heartfelt apology’

By Katie Strang and Corey Pronman Jul 20, 2021

(Editor’s note: One hour after this story was published, Logan Mailloux
announced that he was renouncing himself from the 2021 NHL Draft.
“The NHL Draft should be one of the most exciting landmark moments of
a player’s career, and given the circumstances I don’t feel I have

demonstrated strong enough maturity or character to earn that privilege
in the 2021 Draft,” Mailloux wrote in a statement.)
The woman who was victimized by NHL Draft prospect Logan Mailloux,
who had a photo of her performing a sex act taken without her consent
and circulated by Mailloux among some teammates, said she hasn’t
forgiven Mailloux because she doesn’t believe he has shown remorse for
what he did.
“I do not think that Logan has understood the seriousness of his
behavior,” said the woman in an email.
The incident happened on Nov. 7, 2020, shortly after Mailloux arrived to
play for SK Lejon in the northern Swedish town of Skelleftea. In
December, he was issued a summary fine, akin to a conviction in
Swedish court, for “Kränkande fotografering” (offensive photography
constituting an invasion of privacy) and “Förtal” (defamation).
The woman said she asked that Mailloux send her a sincere apology in
written form because she did not want to meet with him in person. She
said she received “a text that was no longer than three sentences.”
“All I wanted was a heartfelt apology for his behavior,” the woman wrote
to The Athletic.
The woman felt that Mailloux’s subsequent attempts to apologize were
done at the behest of team officials and the court. SK Lejon’s hockey
director, Lars Westermark, has not responded to calls and text messages
when asked for comment about how the club handled the situation
(Westermark was also, at the time, the chief of area police).
Dylan Liptrap, one of Mailloux’s agents, referred back to Mailloux’s
original statement on the matter when asked for comment. In a later text
exchange, Liptrap offered to provide context on the situation but
stipulated that the information could only be used off the record and
couldn’t be shared with anyone. Informed that The Athletic was looking
for on-the-record information only, Liptrap wrote ”sounds like the
motivation here is very clear.” He added that he wanted to provide offthe-record context before “the angry cancel culture mob gets (Mailloux) in
its grasp.”
In a Daily Faceoff report, Mailloux was quoted as telling Swedish police
investigators that he believed the woman wanted to “ruin his life.” Multiple
sources told The Athletic that in interviews with some NHL teams,
Mailloux has portrayed the woman as vindictive.
“Logan says that I want to ruin his career. I have never said that. All I
have wanted is to get justice for the actions he has taken against me,”
the woman wrote. “If his actions ruin his career, it’s up to him. It’s not my
fault.”
The Daily Faceoff report included this from Mailloux: “Personally, this is a
huge mistake I’ve made. A stupid, childish mistake … I was selfish. I
want the victim and her family to know how sincerely sorry I am and how
remorseful I am. I know now how it can affect their family. I regret doing
it, but there is nothing I can do about that now. I hope they can forgive
me one day.”
The Athletic has identified at least 11 teams that have dropped Mailloux’s
name from their draft board despite his considerable talent. Other teams
have expressed reservations about selecting the 18-year-old Mailloux
despite the fact that he is ranked as the 23rd North American skater by
NHL’s Central Scouting Service. TSN’s Bob McKenzie, in his annual predraft rankings list based on a survey of 10 NHL scouts, listed him at No.
35.
Some organizations have not ruled out drafting Mailloux. Some front
offices have deferred that decision to ownership. According to the Daily
Faceoff report, one team said they would consider picking him in “the
right spot,” while another was conducting a risk assessment on drafting
Mailloux.
The Ontario Hockey League’s London Knights, who own Mailloux’s
rights, released the following statement Friday: “The London Knights
became aware of a situation involving Logan Mailloux that occurred when
he was loaned from the team and playing in Sweden during the
pandemic. It is our understanding that the situation has been resolved in
Sweden and the player has apologized. Team staff are working with
Logan, ensuring that he is accessing the supports that are in place to
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help him better understand his actions, the ramifications of his actions
and ensuring that this does not happen again. The team and the (Ontario
Hockey) League will continue to closely monitor the situation.”
Daily Faceoff reported that team owner Mark Hunter “has endorsed
Mailloux’s talent and character to NHL teams.”

The Canes could package their late first-round pick into a deal for more
scoring up front. They don’t have a top 10 pick and they are trying to win
now. But this is an organization that always strives for homegrown talent,
so it’s not a guarantee. -Sara Civian
Minnesota Wild

OHL Commissioner David Branch, when reached via email, responded:
“The League is aware of the troubling incident involving Logan Mailloux
that occurred when he was on loan and playing in Sweden. In terms of
the coming season, we are in touch with the London Knights and we will
continue to keep a close eye on the situation.”

They have two, so they could package both to move up or use one in a
trade, perhaps to dictate which player Seattle takes in the expansion
draft. -Michael Russo

Several scouts and front office personnel have related the discussion
over whether to draft Mailloux to the deliberations related to Mitchell
Miller, a 2020 selection of the Arizona Coyotes. Miller was convicted in
juvenile court of bullying and abusing a Black developmentally disabled
classmate (including the use of racial slurs). Miller, who was 13 at the
time, also forced the classmate to eat a piece of candy that had been in a
urinal.

The Flyers want to be aggressive this summer, and their first-round pick
(No. 14) is one of their key trade chips, particularly when it comes to
potentially adding a top-pair defenseman. It’s not a certainty that they’ll
move the pick — and they certainly won’t give it away — but they’re
absolutely open to doing so, and that combined with their desire to make
big moves means it’s fairly likely the pick gets dealt. -Charlie O’Connor

Teams that asked Miller about the incident before the draft felt he did not
show the appropriate level of remorse or take responsibility for what he
did. Still, the Arizona Coyotes selected Miller 111th overall. That proved
to be a catastrophe for the organization and sparked months of internal
finger-pointing and external blowback. Arizona renounced Miller’s rights,
and the NHLPA and NHL reached an agreement last year to grant
Arizona’s request to remove Miller from its reserve list. Miller did not play
anywhere last season; he attended camp with one USHL team last
month.

Anaheim Ducks

Philadelphia Flyers

They are listening (but it won’t happen)

“Hopefully some teams have learned their lesson,” one scout said.

With someone like Eichel on the market at his age and talent level along
with him already signed to a long-term contract, it makes sense for the
Ducks to take a serious look at him. They badly need an offensive star.
Eichel is someone they could pair with Trevor Zegras to have a dynamic
one-two punch atop the center chart. The herniated disc in his neck and
possible surgery to correct it is a big issue. But if the Ducks are
convinced that the 24-year-old is going to be healthy with or without the
surgery, I think they’d definitely put the No. 3 pick in a package to get
him. -Eric Stephens
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After graduating so many players out of their farm system to the NHL the
last few years (like Dillon Dube, Andrew Mangiapane and Rasmus
Andersson), the Flames would do well to continue to add top-end talent
through the draft. However, GM Brad Treliving could have his hand in
many pots this summer as he looks to right the ship. And the first-round
pick could be a strong trade chip for the right player. -Hailey Salvian
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The Athletic / Will any NHL team trade their first-round draft pick?

By The Athletic NHL Staff Jul 20, 2021

One of the topics that is always fun to debate ahead of the NHL Draft is
whether a team will use their first-round pick to make a blockbuster trade.
Will we see the Rangers or Blackhawks send away their picks as part of
a package for Jack Eichel? Are the Flyers going to gamble with the No.
14 pick to upgrade their current roster? Will any of the six teams without
a first-round pick look to get back in the mix?
If you ask The Athletic’s Corey Pronman, he will tell you no one ever
trades their first-round pick at this point. And, yes, he’s right. It almost
never happens. But it does happen occasionally, and we are ready for
the possibility. So we asked every NHL writer to answer how likely it is
that the team they cover will trade their first-round pick.

Chicago Blackhawks
The Blackhawks are still very much in rebuilding mode, and with nearly
all of their primary prospects graduating to the NHL last season, they can
ill-afford to sacrifice the No. 12 pick in a win-now move. That said, if they
go after Seth Jones on the trade market, they might have no choice. Mark Lazerus
The Blackhawks are still largely focused on building their talent pool
back. They need as many top-15 picks as they can get. -Scott Powers
Colorado Avalanche
The Avalanche are in win-now mode. Joe Sakic won’t make any rash
decisions, but if he sees an opportunity to upgrade at a position of need,
he’ll be unafraid to pounce. The team tries to build through the draft,
though, so the offer would have to be right. -Peter Baugh

(Editor’s note: Tier names were edited by a skeptical prospects writer.)

Los Angeles Kings

That pick is gone (but not really)

The Kings have a lot of prospects in the pipeline and are looking to add
NHL-ready players. -Lisa Dillman

New York Rangers
The Rangers have stockpiled prospects for four years running and need
to fill some holes toward the late stages of their rebuild. A first-rounder is
always a great asset in pre-draft deals. And at No. 16, they won’t get a
player who can help anytime soon. -Rick Carpiniello
There’s a really good chance they consider a trade (but not really)
Columbus Blue Jackets

Montreal Canadiens
The Canadiens have stockpiled draft picks for three years now and
suddenly find themselves at the bottom of the first round of this draft. If
they can upgrade the current roster by flipping that first-round pick, they
surely will not hesitate. -Arpon Basu
St. Louis Blues

They have three of them. The No. 5 pick is not likely to go anywhere,
unless they trade it as part of a package to move up in the draft order. I
suspect they’ll be aggressive with No. 25 and No. 32, not to acquire
veteran NHL players, but to accommodate other moves. -Aaron Portzline

Blues Doug Armstrong has not shied away from dealing first-rounders in
the past to improve his team. He sent two of them to Philadelphia in 2017
to get Brayden Schenn. With the Blues in win-now mode, he might strike
again, but with the team’s prospect pool in need of some replenishing, a
case could be made for keeping the pick. -Jeremy Rutherford

Carolina Hurricanes

Vegas Golden Knights
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The Golden Knights have very little cap space to work with, so I could
certainly see them dealing picks this offseason to help open some room.
I don’t feel anything is obvious, but there’s certainly a possibility,
especially with how aggressive Vegas has been over the last couple
offseasons. -Jesse Granger

Dallas Stars

GM says he’s listening (but he’s really not)

At the 2021 trade deadline, general manager Jim Nill spoke about the
high priority he placed on this year’s draft picks after he traded away
many in recent years. Nill’s approach is to build a team that has a chance
for success in the present but also resources for the future and the Stars’
system can use some replenishing. -Saad Yousuf

Boston Bruins

Florida Panthers

The Bruins have traded two of their last four first-round picks. They need
high-end talent. -Fluto Shinzawa

Florida GM Bill Zito is walking the line between pushing this Panthers
team into contention and ensuring this long-suffering franchise is in the
hunt every year. In short, the mantra in South Florida is win now and win
often, so that means holding on to first-round picks. -Scott Burnside

Detroit Red Wings
Don’t expect Detroit to deal the No. 6 selection, but with two picks in the
first round, the Red Wings are at least in position to listen on No. 23 if the
right young player becomes available via trade. Most likely, though,
they’ll sit tight and pick at both spots. -Max Bultman
Edmonton Oilers
There are a couple scenarios where Oilers GM Ken Holland could trade
the first-round pick: for a talented player (top-six forward) with term or to
move down in the draft. Acquiring a star player would almost certainly
require more than just the pick and the Oilers don’t have many assets
they’re willing to trade that other teams would likely want. The Oilers
aren’t scheduled to select again until the fourth round, so sliding back a
few spots from No. 20 and getting another pick is possible. Out of the first
round? Probably not. -Daniel Nugent-Bowman
Nashville Predators
The Predators appeared headed for a reset after years of
disappointment. They have traded enough first-round picks in chasing
the Stanley Cup over the past several seasons, and now is not the time
to do so. -Adam Vingan
New Jersey Devils
The Devils have two first-round picks. While the first one (No. 4) is
unlikely to move, the second (No. 29) could help New Jersey land a
player who can help expedite the end of the rebuilding project faster than
any draft prospect at that slot could. -Corey Masisak
Ottawa Senators
I’d still list this as highly unlikely that Ottawa moves the No. 10 pick. They
are still in the final stages of their rebuild and adding another valuable
young asset seems like a smarter route than trading the pick for
immediate help. -Ian Mendes

San Jose Sharks
GM Doug Wilson made it clear before the trade deadline that the Sharks’
first-round pick was off the table in any trade talks, and now that it’s come
in at No. 7, that’s especially true. The Sharks haven’t picked this high
since 2003, and their system could desperately use another high-end
prospect. If Wilson’s planned “reset” has any chance at succeeding, their
2021 first-round pick will probably have to contribute sooner than later,
too. -Kevin Kurz
Winnipeg Jets
Winnipeg has dealt futures in the name of winning now since the 2017
expansion draft and its pipeline is commensurately depleted. “Draft and
develop” is back on for the Jets, who will look to add picks as opposed to
give them up. -Murat Ates
Don’t have a first-round pick
Six teams do not have a pick in the top 32, but would one of them
consider trading for a high draft pick?
Arizona Coyotes
The Coyotes, of course, had their first-round pick stripped by the NHL for
breaking scouting combine rules. Could GM Bill Armstrong, in his first
formal draft at the helm, try to move up? Maybe but doubtful. -Scott
Burnside
New York Islanders
Are you familiar with Lou Lamoriello? -Arthur Staple
Pittsburgh Penguins
It’s unlikely that GM Ron Hextall will make a move to get them into that
position because they remain in win-now mode. -Josh Yohe

Seattle Kraken

Toronto Maple Leafs

Kraken GM Ron Francis has said they are not against trading their firstround pick. But it would take something substantial in order for them to
part with the No. 2 selection. -Ryan S. Clark

The Leafs dealt their first-round pick for Nick Foligno, and while it’s more
immediate help they require, it wouldn’t be a surprise to see the front
office look to add a top pick back to the cupboard somehow. I wouldn’t
call it likely though. -Jonas Siegel

Vancouver Canucks
The Canucks didn’t make a pick until the third round in 2020, and just
don’t have enough in the system to deal the No. 9 pick, unless the return
is absolutely mammoth (young, cost-controlled, star-level player).
Additionally, the Canucks are among a group of teams that do like the
top end of the 2021 class. They think they’ll get a player at No. 9, so it
will take a lot to get them to sacrifice that opportunity. -Thomas Drance
The timing of a move to trade Vancouver’s first-round pick feels off. The
Canucks didn’t draft until Round 3 in 2020, they appear to like this year’s
amateur class and there are logistical challenges cap-wise if they want to
move the No. 9 pick for an expensive, high-end player. -Harman Dayal
No, seriously, no one trades their first-round pick
Buffalo Sabres
With two last-place finishes in the past four years — and three in five
possibly on the way — the Sabres need all the talent they can acquire.
Turning down this year’s best prospect is not the ideal way to rebuild.
The No. 1 pick has a chance to be a cornerstone who finally (finally!)
helps turn the franchise around. When the draft starts, it will be the
Sabres who start it. -John Vogl

The Leafs have so few picks to work with that trading up into the first
round is going to prove difficult. -James Mirtle
Tampa Bay Lightning
The Lightning traded their pick to Columbus to land David Savard at the
deadline. But there’s a chance they can acquire one by dealing one of
their veteran forwards before the draft in an effort to clear cap space. Joe Smith
Washington Capitals
The Caps dealt their pick to Detroit along with Jakub Vrana and Richard
Panik in the deal that brought Anthony Mantha to D.C. But that doesn’t
mean GM Brian MacLellan won’t look to acquire one. The Caps find
themselves in a weird spot these days. As long as Alex Ovechkin,
Nicklas Backstrom and company (and the rest of a star-studded but
aging core) remain on the roster, MacLellan must attempt to prop open
the window. When MacLellan peers through it, however, he can see a
rebuild in the not-too-far distance. -Tarik El-Bashir
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The Athletic / Sebastian Cossa’s rare size, athleticism, consistency make
him a top NHL Draft goaltending prospect

By Hailey Salvian Jul 20, 2021

AAA hockey with the Fort Saskatchewan Rangers. At the time, Cossa
was 6-foot-1, which is a good size for a young goalie, but definitely not
the stature that he has now at 6-foot-6, 210 pounds as listed by NHL
Central Scouting.
The growth spurt didn’t come right away. Rather, he grew an inch or two
every year, leading to some awkward phases as Cossa tried to catch up
to his body. Mucha acknowledged he was surprised by the growth, but
that their training ultimately helped give Cossa his strong athletic toolkit.
“I didn’t know he was gonna be 6-foot-6,” Mucha laughed. “I mean, his
mom and dad aren’t that big.

Brad Lauer had a plan in place. Heading into his second season behind
the Edmonton Oil Kings’ bench, Lauer knew he’d have a young, up-andcoming goalie on his roster.
The plan was to play him between 17 to 23 games that season to ease
the transition from midget hockey to the Western Hockey League.

“But I think back to when he was 13 years old, and we worked on lots of
movement. And he kept growing and we just kept working at it and now
he moves excellently. He moves better than some guys that are 6-foot-1.
So I’m proud of the kid for buying in and putting in all the work.”

He’d play every third game or so, backing up the team’s 20-year-old
starter Todd Scott. Then, as a sophomore in 2020-21, he would be ready
to step into a bigger role.

Cossa’s combined skill and athleticism have been a large part of what
has made him such an intriguing draft prospect. He’s a big body, who
can cover a lot of the net with his frame. But he also moves very well for
someone his size.

Sebastian Cossa, one of this year’s top draft-eligible prospects, had other
plans.

As one NHL evaluator told The Athletic’s Corey Pronman: “You don’t find
a lot of 6-foot-6 guys with his athleticism.”

“He was getting the third game on the third night or the game coming off
the road with travel. So he wasn’t getting easy games, but he still played
very well,” Lauer said. “And the more we played him, the better he got.”

“I think people are caught off guard that a 6-foot-6 goalie does move as
well as he does,” Mucha said. “And that’s a huge part of his game.”

Two months into the season, a 17-year-old Cossa had taken the starter’s
crease. In 33 games that season, Cossa posted a 21-6-3 record while
setting an Oil Kings franchise record for the most wins (21) and shutouts
(4) by a rookie.
His 2.23 goals-against average ranked fourth leaguewide among goalies
who played at least 1,500 minutes (the baseline the WHL uses in its
leaderboard) while his .921 save percentage ranked fifth. He played the
second-most games out of any first-year goalie and led all rookies in
shutouts.
“That wasn’t how we drew it up, that’s for sure,” said Oil Kings goalie
coach Kurtis Mucha. “We had a plan. But the good thing about that is the
goalposts can always move right?
“He just forced our hand to keep playing him. And that’s what you want
with any goalie, to make it hard for the coaching staff not to put them
back in. And it got to the point where we just started rolling with him.”
Keeping Cossa’s workload in mind, the Oil Kings acquired Beck Warm, a
20-year old goalie from Tri-City, to mentor Cossa and take some of the
starts off his plate.
“We have a 68-game schedule with a lot of travel, and that’s a lot of
hockey for him as a 17-year-old, and that was the reason why we went
out and got another veteran goalie,” Lauer explained. “Those two
complemented each other very, very well the back half of our season.
And I think the work ethic that Beck Warm brought, the way he carried
himself on and off the ice, his practice habits all that kind of rubbed off on
Cossa.”
The WHL’s 2019-20 regular season and postseason were ultimately both
cancelled in March due to the COVID-19 pandemic, cutting Cossa’s
rookie campaign short. But his foundation in the league was solidly set.
Cossa would follow up a strong rookie season with an impressive
sophomore season where he went 17-1-1 and posted the best goalsagainst average (1.57) and save percentage (.941) in the WHL.
Although it was only 19 games, the 2020-21 season quickly elevated his
draft stock. Now, Cossa is the top-ranked North American goalie by NHL
Central Scouting and projected to be one of two goalies selected in the
first round of the 2021 NHL Draft on Friday. He could even become the
first goalie to be taken in the top 10 since Carey Price (No. 5) in 2005.
“He‘s got all the traits to be a good starting goalie in the NHL for a really
long time,” said Mucha. “And I don’t know if there’s a whole lot of things
that will get in his way.”
Mucha, a former WHL and Canadian university goalie, has been working
with Cossa since the Oil Kings netminder was 13 years old and playing

And while that size is arguably his No. 1 strength, people will tell you
Cossa is much more than just that.
At 18, he already has a pro-like presence with a calm and confident
demeanour — something Cossa says he models after Price. He’s very
smart at reading plays, with strong positional play and anticipation. He
also has quick and efficient lateral crease movement and plays a hybrid
butterfly style. He battles hard for pucks and has great net coverage.
“He definitely doesn’t rely on his size to make saves,” Mucha said. “I
think he’s a really good positional goalie, I think he understands the
game well and he puts himself in good spots. And he has that second
gear where he has saves that he can make that other goalies might
struggle with.”
Cossa’s second gear was on display during a 10-1 win against the
Winnipeg Ice his rookie season. It’s just one of many highlights that
comes to mind for Lauer.
“Obviously there’s been some saves that you’re like ‘there’s not just
anyone who can make those types of saves during the game,'” Lauer
said.
“It’s showing he’s athletic to stay in that save, but it also shows that he
doesn’t quit,” he added. “He might have been beat but he’s still going to
try and save it, however he can.”
Cossa’s athletic toolkit is impressive. And so too is his body of work,
despite that his two WHL seasons to date were impacted by COVID-19.
With the exception of the very start of his WHL career, Cossa’s career
has been marked with consistency.
To go back, in his first regular-season start with Edmonton, Cossa posted
a 40-save shutout. In his very next game, against Regina, he let in three
goals on 11 shots and got pulled after the first period.
“It was a learning experience for him to have the success of a shutout in
Winnipeg, but then to back it up the next night in Regina and he wasn’t
able to do it,” Lauer said. “But that is one of the areas of the game where
I thought that now when he has a really good game, like he did last
season, he’d back it up the next night.
“Success is great, but we talk about it all the time like, can you do it again
on another back-to-back night or two nights later? And he did it, and he’s
been doing it and that was one area where he’s really really improved.”
Indeed, Cossa has been doing it for some time, first in minor hockey in
Fort Saskatchewan, and now with the Oil Kings. In his six seasons at the
minor and major junior levels, Cossa has never had a save percentage
below .915, with the exception of a two-game stint for Team Canada
White for the U17 world championship.
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In 52 WHL games over the last two seasons, Cossa has a 38-7-4 record,
a 1.98 goals-against average and a .928 save percentage. He only lost
two straight starts once over that span.

AHL, and ultimately in the NHL. But his coaches believe Cossa has the
hockey IQ and the drive to make that adjustment, hopefully, as seamless
as his transition to the WHL two years ago.

And while his rookie stats set franchise records for the Oil Kings, Cossa’s
massive numbers in 2020-21 were among the best in WHL single-season
history.

“Goalies are always a bit of a risk but when you hit your goalie in the first
round and you get the right one, you have no issues in the net for 10 to
15 years and as an organization that is really nice to have,” Mucha said.
“And I think he’s going to be that good.”

His .941 save percentage is currently the third-best for a single season in
WHL history while his 1.57 goals-against average ranks fourth. Both are
Oil Kings franchise records, which had been previously held by
Pittsburgh netminder Tristan Jarry.
Combine all that, and Cossa has the looks of a No. 1 goalie in the NHL.
That said, one common critique with Cossa is that his numbers may be
inflated because he’s played behind a very strong Oil Kings team. The
last two years, for example, the team has been led by 2020 first-round
pick Jake Neighbours and Dylan Guenther — one of 2021’s top
prospects — among other strong players.
“Is there a good team in front of him? For sure,” Lauer said. “But this
team makes mistakes too and he’s there to bail us out, and he’s one of
those exceptional players on our team.”
“This isn’t just luck what we’re seeing,” he added. “This is going to
happen as he matures. And as he gets older and develops more, I can
only see his game getting better and better every year.”
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The Athletic / Why you’ve never seen anyone like NHL draft-eligible
center Kent Johnson

By Thomas Drance Jul 20, 2021

Kent Johnson always knew he could do this. It’s the hockey world that
had to catch up.

Cossa is one of two high-end goalies projected to be taken in the first
round.

The Port Moody, B.C., native is the singular offensive craftsman of the
2021 NHL Draft. He’s sure to hear his name called among the top 10, but
there are teams that regard him as the highest upside offensive talent in
the class.

Jesper Wallstedt, the top-ranked European goalie by NHL Central
Scouting, represents Cossa’s biggest competition in the race to be the
first goalie selected Friday.

Five years ago, though, Johnson was a diminutive depth player, toiling
away in bantam at the North Shore Winter Club. He stood under five feet.
In an industry prone to overvaluing size, he was easy to overlook.

Wallstedt, 18, likely has the higher pedigree between the two. He is a
rare first-year draft-eligible player to excel in the SHL against men. He
had a strong start with Lulea, but fell off in the back half of the season,
allowing 13 goals on the 70 shots he faced across his final four
appearances (a .814 save percentage).

What Johnson lacked in stature, he never lacked in confidence. It’s just
that, at the time, his goals were a bit more “realistic,” as he put it.

However, his body of work from the junior, pro and international levels is
quite solid.
Wallstedt was 14 when he became the youngest player since Victor
Hedman to play in Sweden’s top junior league. He played for Sweden at
the 2021 world juniors and won gold at the 2019 U18 worlds.
Still, there is a real debate between the two goalies. Some scouts like
Wallstedt’s technical game and that he appears to be more developed as
a pro-ready goalie while others believe Cossa has a higher ceiling.
“I think Jesper’s pedigree is better right now because he’s playing against
men in one of the best leagues in the world,” said one source. “But I think
Cossa’s ceiling is higher. I really do. But fast forward five years and we’ll
see.”
In his final draft rankings last month, Pronman slotted Cossa (10th)
ahead of Wallstedt (11th). And in his most recent mock draft, he had
Cossa going 10th to the Senators, while noting, “As time has gone on in
this draft process, more scouts have seemed to lean toward Cossa as
the No. 1 netminder.”
“He wants to go first goalie so bad this draft,” Mucha said. “He’s driven to
be the best … I think he’s got all the traits to be a good starting goalie in
the NHL for a really long time. And I don’t know if there’s a whole lot of
things that will get in his way.”

“I really had to be smart,” Johnson said. “I had to be skilled.
“There’s a time when Johnny Gaudreau was my favourite player when I
was younger there, because I really thought I’d probably take a path like
him — be a late-round pick or go undrafted, go to college for three to four
years and just always be proving people wrong, because I thought I’d be
a much smaller player. So I knew I had to play smart.”
“There was definitely a time I didn’t believe I could be a first-round pick,”
Johnson added. “When I was younger even, you know, other people
dream of going first overall and I guess I was just a little bit different. I
guess a bit more realistic. I dreamed more about being the last pick of
the seventh round. I believed I could make it to the NHL, I still do, but I
didn’t know I’d have a chance to make it happen this quickly.”
Kent Johnson (Courtesy of the Johnson family)
It’s a testament to Johnson’s singular drive that his belief in himself, and
his future in a sport that is his obsession, never wavered.
Undersized among his age group, even as he led his teams in scoring at
every level, Johnson was selected 208th by Everett at the WHL draft in
2017. He’s still never represented Team Canada at any level. He wasn’t
even invited to the U20 2021 summer selection camp, despite
widespread industry buzz by that point that he’d be a probable first-round
pick.

All that said, goalies are among the most tricky prospects to predict.

“He’s never been a fast tracker, no one has ever put him in that area, like
he’s going to project into this kind of player so let’s invite him to the
national team, to the U18 team, to the world junior camp,” said Tampa
Bay Lightning pro scout Jeff Tambellini, who recruited Johnson and
coached him for two seasons with the BCHL’s Trail Smoke Eaters. “He’s
never been given the benefit of the doubt, he’s had to earn everything.”

Since 2005, there have been 16 goalies selected in the first round.
Some, like Price and Andrei Vasilevskiy, have gone on to have excellent
NHL careers. Others, like Chet Pickard and Riku Helenius, haven’t really
panned out. So using a first-round selection — let alone one potentially in
the top 10 — is a difficult decision.

“He’s going to go from never having worn a Canadian jersey to maybe
being a top 10 pick,” Tambellini continued. “That’s crazy to think about
because usually there’s four or five opportunities you have to be on one
of those teams and at every stage, no one ever put him among that
group of players — until later this month, when he gets to the NHL Draft.”

According to Pronman, Cossa projects as a quality NHL starting
goaltender with the potential to become an upper-echelon goalie.

Cossa, still only 18, is going to take some time to develop. He’ll need to
adjust to the pace of play at the professional level. First (likely) in the
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Johnson’s story is as distinct as his skill set. In his mid-teens, he
underwent a growth spurt and now possesses a prototypical NHL gate at
6-foot-1, with a 167-pound frame that projects to fill out as he develops.
“It was gradual and I had a stick in my hand basically every day, so I
never really lost my coordination,” Johnson said of growing so
dramatically. “Ironically the way I see the game, it’s probably a bit
different, but growing up, getting taller, I didn’t have to change the way I
play.”

First off, though, they talked about the backcheck.
This is a very “Inside Vancouver” hockey tale, but Tambellini’s signature
moment from his time with the Canucks was a crucial backcheck to break
up a Martin Erat breakaway during the club’s run to the 2011 Stanley
Cup Final. Among Canucks fans, it’s a sequence known simply as “The
Backcheck.”
Johnson — who paid close attention to the Canucks as a kid — was well
aware of the play, even as his new BCHL teammates weren’t.

“I noticed that it made a few things better for me,” Johnson added. “I’ve
got more reach, and I’m definitely able to lean on guys a bit more … I still
have a lot of respect and time for smaller players, though. I always think
the smaller guys get underrated. I still don’t understand it sometimes.”

“I remember I got to Trail and we were talking with the guys about Jeff’s
playing career, and I said ‘Yeah, I remember Jeff had this unreal
backcheck’ and the guys didn’t really believe it,” Johnson recalled.

He changed junior programs, jumping from the North Shore Winter Club
over to the Burnaby Winter Club — the program that developed New
York Islanders star Mat Barzal — where he quickly led his team in
scoring and caught the attention of the wider Vancouver hockey
community.

“I remember someone said, ‘What do you mean? A backcheck that’s that
good?’ So I said ‘Search it up, I think it was that good.’ So we search up
‘Jeff Tambellini backcheck’ on YouTube. Guys are like ‘No way
something comes up’ and yeah, it comes up. First result. We were
laughing, the guys thought that was pretty funny. Very cool.”

“We had him to a skate to see what he looked like with our group,”
recalled Maco Balkovec, the executive director at Rink Kelowna who
coaches Boys U18 Prep and was the hockey director and a head coach
at the Burnaby Winter Club at the time. “And he looked like someone’s
little brother, but he just had the puck the whole time.

(CBC)

“After the skate, I asked our players what they thought. And they were
like ‘Oh my god, he’s so good.’ So I asked my assistant coach and he
just looked at me and said, ‘Are you dense?’ I called him the next day
and said, ‘You’re on the team.'”
From unheralded beginnings, Johnson was on his way.
Younger than most of his teammates, Johnson led his U18 Burnaby
Winter Club team in scoring in his first season and was recruited by
Tambellini — the former Vancouver Canucks forward who was about to
take on his first head coaching job with Trail.
“He was my first call when I got the Trail job,” Tambellini recalled of
recruiting Johnson.
A first-round pick himself, Tambellini had a bit of an advantage in
scouting Johnson. Both Tambellini and Johnson hail from the Vancouver
suburb of Port Moody, and they’d skated together briefly during a pro
session trialling Power X Pro gear.
“My friend said, ‘He’s a kid from Burnaby do you mind if he comes out?'”
Tambellini recalled with a laugh. “He came out and crushed it in the gear,
even as all these pros are struggling to get through the sessions in the
new equipment.”
The ties were obvious, and the two quickly formed a bond and a level of
trust.
“He gave me a lot of good opportunity but didn’t hand anything to me,”
Johnson said of Tambellini’s coaching. “Then transitioning into the
second year, he put me in a great spot, brought in great guys, I had great
linemates and we played a style that was good for me. He gets a lot of
credit.
“We still talk. After this year in Michigan, we discussed my year and what
I needed to improve on going forward. He’s become an important person
in my life.”
“He’s probably one of the most dedicated athletes to his craft that I’ve
ever seen,” Tambellini said of Johnson’s game. “He’s a worker. He’s on
the ice at all times — when you let him — he just wants to get better. He
wants to work on his skating, he wants to work on his puckhandling, he
wants to work on his passing. He always believes he can be better and
he always believes he can take his game to the next level.
“I’ve never seen a kid do that with the detail that he brings to his training.
You start multiplying that day by day over a number of years, then mix in
his frame, his body makeup, which allows him to do things that most
players really can’t do with his flexibility and you see a guy doing stuff on
the ice that you really don’t see. His skill set is different from
everybody’s.”
(BCHL)

“When I took the job I came in the first time, and the kids had the
backcheck on the screen in the lounge,” Tambellini recalled. “In today’s
world, the first thing your players do is they Google you. They’ll find out
what you’ve done and they watch it. The coach does the research on the
players, the players do their research on the coach.
“I never thought that would be the clip people would use.”
Johnson was dynamic in the BCHL as a 16-year-old, finishing second on
the 2018-19 Smoke Eaters in scoring and levelling up in the postseason.
Though he’d go to another level the next season — scoring over 100
points in 52 games and leading all BCHL players in scoring by 30 points
— it was midway through his first BCHL season that Johnson catapulted
himself onto NHL radars.
“He came to the BCHL showcase when every NHL scout and every
college team was there,” Tambellini recalled. “We’re playing midday
games out in Chilliwack, and he set up two goals by going behind the net
and doing a behind-the-back move to set up empty-net goals. He did it in
back-to-back games.
“At that point, he was still an uncommitted player and when we finished
the second game, I’ve never seen so many college scouts try to just get
the opportunity to talk to him for five minutes. There was mayhem coming
down right outside the dressing room. I’m not sure there was anyone
even left up in the stands. They were all trying to talk to Kent.”
(BCHL)
Johnson would ultimately end up in Michigan, recruited in part by
Wolverines assistant coach and former Canucks forward Bill Muckalt. In
his final draft-eligible season, Johnson formed a dynamic line with fellow
2021 top draft prospect Matthew Beniers. Although Berniers and
Johnson ostensibly played on Michigan’s fourth line, both players
nonetheless managed to go point per game.
The scale of Johnson’s accomplishment as a freshman in Michigan
shouldn’t go understated. Players that score at a comparable rate in the
NCAA (He had nine goals and 18 assists in 26 games) in their drafteligible seasons and are a similar height, age and pedigree universally
go onto lengthy NHL careers, with some of Johnson’s most notable
statistical comparables including high-end NHL players like Jonathan
Toews, Phil Kessel and Colin Wilson.
Of course, apples to apples statistical comparisons are difficult,
particularly following this past hockey season which was challenging and
different for everyone due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
“It was crazy, but the biggest thing is we felt lucky we got to play and play
our 26 games,” Johnson said. “Every night was really special with those
guys”
It was also an education.
“I thought what I was doing in terms of training was working pretty well,
but when I got to Michigan the thing I thought was holding me down from
being a top pick was my skating and my strength,” Johnson said.
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“Playing in college, I can tell, if I can get a little bit faster with my straightline speed and get a little bit stronger, I can do more damage.”
The 18-year-old has spent this summer working out consistently during
the week, and has begun training with skating coach Barb Aidelbaum, a
Vancouver-based instructor who has worked with NHL players from
Pavel Bure to Dan Hamhuis and Shea Theodore.
“There’s already been some things technically that she’s helped me
clean up, make some new habits in my skating that have really helped
me,” Johnson said.
This constant evolution is at the core of Johnson’s approach to the game.
“The number one thing about Kent is he knows what his strengths are,”
Balkovec said. “But he also knows what his weaknesses are and he
attacks those weaknesses. He will adapt what he’s doing.”
Balkovec and Johnson both tell a story about the work they put in on
Johnson’s shooting during his 15-year-old season — “my shot was kind
of a muffin,” Johnson joked while recalling the story — before working on
it to the point that it became a strength of Johnson’s game at both the
BCHL level and in the NCAA.
“He worked incredibly hard on his shot, learning to load his hands,
learning to use the flex in the blade and the flex in the shaft,” Balkovec
said. “Really learning how to shoot. He wasn’t a strong kid back then, but
he didn’t have to be. It’s about leverage. It’s just about learning the
physics and taking advantage of the technology that we have today. And
he worked tirelessly on it.”
Those that know Johnson and have worked with him insist that it’s that
effort, the obsession, the dedication to his craft, that really makes him
special and sets him apart. Even in the summer, away from the ice, he
spends hours in his backyard shooting pucks or in his basement
stickhandling.
“I’m obsessed with hockey, and I’m obsessed with getting better at it,”
said Johnson.
“He constantly shares video with me of him working on things and we go
through it and critique it,” said Balkovec. “Who else does that? Who else
is sharing video with their old coach, just to work on skills?

• It’s strikingly quiet. Those who worked through the 2017 Vegas
expansion say that process was “much louder” than this one. There’s
been much less communication with other teams from Seattle than there
was from the Golden Knights. Does that mean Seattle has fewer trades
planned? We’ll see. But, they’ve definitely not been as active across the
league.
• They’ve targeted some free agents. What’s going to be interesting is if
that means those players are going to be Seattle’s selection from other
NHL teams, or the Kraken are going to know they have a deal “in the
drawer,” and take a second player from certain clubs. Two teams to
watch for — Florida and St. Louis. The Kraken are locked-in on Panthers
goalie Chris Driedger. Do they also add someone like Frank Vatrano, or
is Driedger the pick? They’re also interested in Jaden Schwartz. If they’re
convinced they’ve got something, do they add Schwartz now, or take
Vince Dunn and add the winger later? No confirmation on this, but a
couple teams think the Kraken like Blake Coleman, too.
• On Carey Price: boy, this is so close to call. They’ve done their deep
dive and know everything there is to know. The Canadiens seem to think
it’s possible they lose a defenceman (Cale Fleury, Brett Kulak) instead.
What a wild story this turned into. At the very least, the Kraken wanted
Montreal to sweat and if they’d pay to keep Price.
• One NHL player offered to bet Monday night that Mark Giordano would
be Seattle’s first captain. I didn’t take it.
Elsewhere:
• The momentum is gaining with Boston and Taylor Hall. Word is Hall
wants to stay and the Bruins want to keep him. Nothing is done until it’s
done, but there’s a path.
• Mentioned the other day about the possibility of Patrik Laine playing for
his $7.5 million qualifying offer in 2021-22. That process is begun. The
only hurdle might be if there’s any chance the Blue Jackets move him.
• Looking forward to tomorrow. Should be fun.
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“He just wants to get better at the things he wants to get better at. Like to
have a weapon like his backhand, just go look at the goal he scored this
year when he came down the wing on the backhand,” Balkovec
continued, referencing a goal Johnson scored in his freshman year that
was highlighted on ESPN’s SportsCenter.

Sportsnet.ca / Will Kraken look to Oilers for depth, prospects or surprise
with UFA deal?

(Big Ten Network)

Mark Specto July 20, 2021, 12:49 PM

“He went all the way back into the zone to get the puck and if you watch
at the start of the clip you’ll see him put his hands out, which is a little
thing we taught, present your hands if you want the puck. He was 10 feet
from that D-man and he’s like ‘Give me the puck’ then he went coast-tocoast and did the backhand shelf goal. Just classic Kent.

EDMONTON — The misconception about an expansion draft is that the
Seattle Kraken will start alphabetically with the Anaheim Ducks’ list and
make their picks in order all the way through to the Winnipeg Jets.

“Very few players can do stuff like that. Kent has that swagger, ‘Give me
the puck, I’m going to go score.’ And what makes him really special is
that he can do it.”
The Athletic LOADED: 07.21.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Kraken targeting some free agents, Price decision comes
down to the wire

In reality, Seattle will make the juicy decisions — Carey Price, Nino
Niederreiter, Mark Giordano — first, then round out their roster off of the
less sexy lists that remain. The latter best describes the Edmonton
Oilers, whose list of non-UFAs will not provide the Kraken with an
impactful player or a huge boost in jersey sales.
The Oilers' best available players are unrestricted free agents like Adam
Larsson, Tyson Barrie and Alex Chiasson. The players under contract
being offered by Edmonton are fourth-liners like Devin Shore and Jujhar
Khaira, unproven prospects like Tyler Benson and Cooper Marody, or a
depth, veteran defenceman like Kris Russell.

Elliotte Friedman

The Kraken may surprise in the next 48 hours and ink a guy like Barrie
as their Edmonton component. If not, however, you can bet the
discussion regarding the Oilers’ list will wait for late in Seattle general
manager Ron Francis’ selection process.

Welcome to 2021, where a fish tells us who's Kraken. (It was a rehearsal,
but it also may have been one of the best promo ideas in recent
memory.) We’re less than 24 hours from unveiling Seattle’s expansion
picks, and here’s what’s out there:

And while his counterpart, Oilers GM Ken Holland, may approach Francis
to select a player from elsewhere and trade him to Edmonton, Holland
won’t be making any deals to dissuade Francis from selecting a certain
player off the Oilers’ list. Edmonton just doesn’t have to expose the level
of player who would require such manipulation.
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Here’s a look at Edmonton’s list and some thoughts about which member
of their current roster might wear the Kraken uniform on opening night in
Seattle:
Protected list
Forwards:

Alex Chiasson is also a UFA, and will be a second-week signing for
someone. A depth right winger who will likely see his $2.15-million AAV
cut down by 40-50 per cent. If the Oilers buy out James Neal, we could
see them having some interest in bringing Chiasson back, a solid veteran
who works nicely down low on the power play.

Connor McDavid, Leon Draisaitl, Ryan Nugent-Hopkins, Jesse Puljujarvi,
Kailer Yamamoto, Josh Archibald,

Last and surely not least, Holland’s top priority is to bring in a left winger
for McDavid. He’s all over Zach Hyman, but will have irons in the fire in
case Hyman doesn’t work out.

Zack Kassian.

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 07.21.2021
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Darnell Nurse, Ethan Bear, Duncan Keith.
Goalie:
Stuart Skinner.
Possible Seattle targets
Jujhar Khaira
A big (6-4, 212 pounds) centre/left wing, Khaira brings size and speed to
your fourth line. He typifies the kind of player Seattle will be selecting
from this Edmonton roster. If they accrue lots of size on their top-three
lines, then the Kraken will likely pass on Khaira. If they feel they need to
beef up a bit with their last few picks, he’s likely their best bet here. He’s
a five-goal, 15-point player and a smart Indo-Canadian out of (relatively)
nearby Surrey, B.C. An intriguing player, Khaira has never quite satisfied
expectations in Edmonton. A fresh start in Seattle would favour him.
Tyler Benson
A skilled second-round pick who has played out his time in the American
League, Benson is expected to get a very real shot at third-line left wing
in Edmonton this coming season. After 156 AHL games (107 assists, 141
points), Benson has nothing left to prove as a playmaking winger — in
the minors. What he does have to prove is that he can skate well enough
to create the same space at the NHL level that he did in the minors, so
his skills can shine at that level as well. That will be the question they’re
asking in the Kraken war room this week: Can Benson skate well enough
to help us?
Kris Russell
This is the kind of player the Kraken would take if they assess that there
just aren’t enough intangibles among the other available names on
Edmonton’s list. Russell, 34, is nearing the end of an 881-game NHL
career. He’s making $1.25 million for one year only. Russell is a culture
setter — a player whose penalty killing, shot blocking and selfless,
professional play is loaded with intangibles. Depending on the relative
age of the Kraken defence, Francis may value a player of Russell’s ilk in
the short-term, with an eye to move him at the deadline to a contender
seeking some depth on its blue line.
31 Thoughts: The Podcast

Sportsnet.ca / Can Canucks coax Kraken into taking Holtby's contract off
their hands?
Kraken exercising caution surrounding Carey Price situation
Chris Johnston joined Sportsnet Central to discuss whether or not Carey
Price will be selected by the Kraken, and other players that were left
unprotected by their club teams that could be of interest to Seattle.

Iain MacIntyre

The first thing on Vancouver Canucks general manager Jim Benning’s
summer agenda was take advantage of space on his expansion list to
leverage a bargain acquisition from a team with protection issues. Check.
Now, about those other five or six things Benning and hockey operations
need to achieve to strengthen and refresh the Canucks’ lineup amid the
economic recession the flat-capped National Hockey League is enduring.
Versatile Dallas Stars forward Jason Dickinson was a good get on
Saturday, as the Canucks spent only a third-round draft pick to fill their
biggest need of the off-season: a robust, mobile, defensive-minded
centre to anchor what needs to be an upgraded third line.
But the Seattle expansion draft provides the Canucks further
opportunities. Can they coax the Kraken to take a significant contract off
their hands? And among all those attractive players made available to
Seattle by other teams, is there one or two Benning can reserve by
making a claim-and-trade deal with Kraken GM Ron Francis?
Excitement this week about possibilities extend in the Pacific Northwest
beyond Seattle.
Protected list:
Forwards
Elias Pettersson, Bo Horvat, JT Miller, Brock Boeser, Tanner Pearson,
Tyler Motte, Jason Dickinson.

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.

Defencemen

Salary cap outlook

Goalie

The big UFA remaining for Edmonton to sign is defenceman Adam
Larsson. Or, perhaps, Tyson Barrie.

Thatcher Demko

Holland and Larsson’s agent J.P. Barrie have spoken on a regular basis
over the past two months. Various contract scenarios have been borne of
those talks, and it is my understanding that a four-year deal with an AAV
in the range of $3.9 million awaits Larsson, to be signed after the
expansion window closes.

F Kole Lind

You never know. Things change. But we can see no reason why Larsson
would leave a team that is ready to pay market value, with good term,
where he wears an "A" and has become entrenched in the leadership
group. He may decide on a fresh start — we’d be surprised — and that
would take the Oilers to Barrie, another right-shot defenceman who will
go to market the moment the Oilers sign Larsson.

The 22-year-old is the best “prospect” made available by the Canucks.
After excellent progress in the American Hockey League during his
second pro season in 2019-20, the 2017 second-round pick started 2021
with five goals and eight points in eight games for the Utica Comets
before a promotion to the NHL in which Lind failed to register a point in
seven games. But he made a promising move to centre from right wing in

Nate Schmidt, Tyler Myers, Olli Juolevi.

Possible Seattle targets

Saturday’s pre-roster freeze acquisition of Dickinson, who will be a
bargain if the 26-year-old meets projections as the Canucks’ new thirdline centre, dislodged Lind from Vancouver’s protected list.
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the AHL, and has enough pedigree as a scorer to be a tradeable asset
for Seattle even if Lind’s NHL future is far from guaranteed.
G Braden Holtby

Some of Ottawa’s best and brightest players didn’t have to be protected
because they are in their first two professional seasons. For example,
forwards like Josh Norris and Tim Stützle and defenceman Jacob
Bernard-Docker were automatically protected.

The most intriguing potential Kraken draftee is Holtby, the former Vezina
Trophy and Stanley Cup winner who scuffled through his first season
with the Canucks (.889 save percentage) while decisively losing the
starting job to Thatcher Demko. After two straight sub-NHL-standard
seasons, the former Washington Capital would seem hard to move since
he has a year remaining on his contract at a cap hit of $4.3 million after
signing in Vancouver last October.

And yet, there remain some intriguing names on the Senators' list of
available players, from goaltenders Matt Murray and Joey Daccord to
winger Evgenii Dadonov, who was brought in from the Florida Panthers
last season to boost Ottawa’s power play (Determination: Fail).
Journeyman defenceman Josh Brown is another possibility.

But the Holtby name still carries street cred around the NHL, and several
teams beyond Seattle have expressed interest in the accomplished
goalie who is still only 31 years old and is widely – and justly – regarded
for his professionalism and leadership. The Kraken and Canucks have
discussed a sweetener for Seattle if it absorbs Holtby’s cap hit, but the
sides have disagreed to this point on how much sugar should be added.
The interest from other teams, if legitimate, is important because it would
make Holtby transferrable as an asset even if the Kraken don’t see him
as a player in Seattle.

Forwards

31 Thoughts: The Podcast

Filip Gustavson.

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.

Possible Seattle targets

F Matthew Highmore
So unimpressive is the list of Canucks available to the Kraken –
Vancouver benefitted by having 2020 Calder Trophy runner-up Quinn
Hughes exempt – that we’re including the fourth-liner Highmore among
Vancouver’s top-three expansion candidates.
Acquired from Chicago in April when the Canucks gave up on centre
Adam Gaudette, who was left unprotected by the Blackhawks, Highmore,
25, showed better than most of the players who auditioned for Vancouver
late in the season. He contributed five points in 18 games for the
Canucks, displaying speed and a degree of consistency while proving he
can kill penalties. NHL careers have been built with less.
Salary Cap Outlook
As GM Benning said Saturday, the trade for Dickinson is just the first of
several upgrades management hopes to make this summer. The team
needs another top-six winger and at least two defencemen. And they
may need more blue-liners than that as the Canucks are taking offers on
Nate Schmidt, while Alex Edler’s agent, Mark Stowe, went on television
in B.C. last week to say his client, a career Canuck, plans to explore
unrestricted free agency on July 28. So there’s a lot of work to do in
Vancouver, and most of it is predicated on Benning offloading some
contracts to create cap space to pay for his lineup improvements.
This is why the Holtby situation is important, and why the Canucks are
considering moving Schmidt before next season so his $5.95-million cap
charge can be redeployed. It’s why Benning is expected to buy out at
least Jake Virtanen and his $2.55-million hit, and why the Canucks
continue to search for an exit ramp on Loui Eriksson, whose six-year,
$36-million contract has one season remaining – likely in the minors. The
deal for Dickinson was just the start of things.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 07.21.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Senators hope Kraken choose Dadonov over Daccord in
expansion draft

Wayne Scanlan July 20, 2021, 9:23 AM

By the nature of their rebuild, the Ottawa Senators were never going to
be as vulnerable as the veteran NHL clubs making their protected lists for
the Seattle expansion draft.

Protected list

Drake Batherson, Connor Brown, Logan Brown, Nick Paul, Brady
Tkachuk, Auston Watson, Colin White.
Defence
Thomas Chabot, Victor Mete, Nikita Zaitsev.
Goaltender

G Joey Daccord
My hunch is that the Senators really hope the Kraken take a pass on
goaltender Daccord for one of the other Ottawa players available, but the
Senators felt compelled to protect Gustavson, 23, who played so well last
season when injuries hit Murray and his backup Marcus Hogberg. It
might have been Daccord’s net to lose if the 24-year-old out of Arizona
State had not suffered a high ankle sprain in mid-March, which kept him
out for the rest of the season. Daccord, a real battler with a ton of
personality, is loved by his teammates and would be a good depth
addition for Seattle. Daccord comes dirt cheap with an AAV of $750,000
over the next two years. He would earn $300,000 in the minors in 202122. His final contract year is guaranteed at $800,000.
Murray is also available but his difficult start to last season combined with
a $6.25M cap hit for the next three seasons will likely keep him in
Ottawa, at least for now.
F Evgenii Dadonov
Last October, when Ottawa signed the free-agent winger to a three-year
contract at a $5 million AAV, no one imagined he would be made
available to the Kraken in July. But there are a few reasons it made
sense for the Senators to leave the 32-year-old "Daddy" off their
protected list. For one, Dadonov, a three-time 25-goal scorer with the
Panthers, produced 11 power goals in his last Florida season, 2019-20.
With Ottawa, Dadonov didn’t score a single power-play goal and had just
one assist with the man advantage. Overall, Dadonov had 13 goals and
20 points — tied for seventh in Senators scoring with defensive winger
Nick Paul. That has to go down as a major disappointment, although no
one had any concerns with Dadonov’s effort or attitude.
The Senators are pursuing more scoring via free agency and trade and
can probably find better value than Dadonov’s two-years remaining at $5
million. Seattle assistant coach Paul McFarland was with Dadonov in
Florida and could influence the Kraken decision one way or the other.
31 Thoughts: The Podcast
Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.
F Chris Tierney
If Seattle is looking for a proven, steady-Eddie type of veteran centre,
then Tierney, 27, could be a fit. While he won’t win any fastest-skater
competitions, Tierney is dependable, has good hockey sense and can kill
penalties. Tierney is only under contract for one more season with a cap
hit of $3.5 million. With Ottawa, Tierney slipped down the depth chart this
past season and missed a ton of scoring chances while producing six
goals and 19 points. Tierney’s faceoff work really tailed off, which didn’t
curry any favour with the coaching staff. Tierney won just 45.5 per cent of
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his draws, and only 42 per cent on the road. In 2019-20, Tierney had
been an above-average face-off performer at 51.18 per cent.

whichever team is taking me and show them I'm going to do everything
for the team."

Salary cap outlook

In an interview with TSN, Edvinsson spoke about his NHL role models
and what he learned from playing on a smaller surface at the IIHF U18
World Championship.

With a projected cap hit of just $53 million, the Senators have the luxury
of cap space, at least for now. That will change when contracts are
handed out to RFA forwards Tkachuk, Batherson, goaltender
Gustavsson and defenceman Victor Mete this summer — and even more
so down the road as Norris, Stützle and others grow into big contracts.
Senators owner Eugene Melnyk has said publicly that Ottawa needs a
skilled scoring forward and a shutdown defenceman, either via free
agency or trade. The Senators are rumoured to have interest in centre
Ryan Strome of the New York Rangers. Strome, 28, has one year left on
his deal at $5M, but his cap hit is lower than that, at $4.5 million. Strome
is on the Rangers’ protected list.
Will the Senators sign any of their own unrestricted free agents? The
pickings are slim. There’s a remote possibility that one of the UFA
wingers Ryan Dzingel or Artem Anisimov, could be re-signed, if they are
unable to sign new contracts elsewhere and return to Ottawa on
inexpensive contracts. Both players were a decent fit here. Anisimov
never complained about being a healthy scratch and Dzingel has been
humbled by his NHL travels and seemed to appreciate what he had in
Ottawa — in two separate stints here. I don’t see Ottawa touching a new
contract with UFA forward Derek Stepan.
All in all, expect a busy summer for the Senators, weighing free agent
possibilities, signing their own key RFA players Tkachuk and Batherson
and looking to make trades to improve their roster for the here and now.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 07.21.2021
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TSN.CA / Top prospect Edvinsson on admiring Hedman, adapting to
smaller ice
In an interview with TSN, Simon Edvinsson spoke about his NHL role
models and what he learned from playing on a smaller surface at the
IIHF U18 World Championship.

By Mark Masters

Simon Edvinsson has embraced mixed martial arts as he works his way
toward the National Hockey League.
"It was two years ago and my dad said, 'Let's go and try something new,'
and I said, 'Okay, why not?'" recalled the 6-foot-4, 198-pound
defenceman, who played 10 games for Frolunda in the Swedish Hockey
League last season. "So, we tried mixed martial arts and I said, 'Wow,
this is good for my long body to just have control of everything.' I feel like
the more you do it the more control you have on your body."
Edvinsson also enjoys watching the fights.
"I've always been a fan of Conor McGregor," the 18-year-old lefty said
with a laugh. "He's just cool. He's a cool guy."
Although Edvinsson's personality is quite different than the 'Notorious'
McGregor.
"I'm more laid-back than he is ... I'm more calm and maybe humble. He's
pretty aggressive."
That humble nature is evident when Edvinsson is asked about coming in
third on TSN's final list of draft prospects compiled by Hockey Insider Bob
McKenzie.
"Of course, it's fun," said Edvinsson, who also played 14 games each
with Frolunda's junior team and Vasteras in Sweden's second division
last season.
"The draft is something that you have a goal to reach, but it's still a long
way to go to be a really good player. After the draft I want to improve with

The following is an edited transcript of the interview.
How would you describe your style?
"Pretty calm player that sees the ice [well] with good passes and good
skating."
This sequence from Simon Edvinsson (2021) defending the rush is
fantastic.
Forces the rush out wide, seals the wall and finishes his check, and
has the wherewithal to knock the loose puck away from the supporting
attacker to turn play the other way. pic.twitter.com/MKr5sO8tbL
— Nick Richard (@_NickRichard) December 5, 2020
Do you have an NHL player you see as a role model?
"I have a lot of role models. I try to learn from Victor Hedman, Miro
Heiskanen and Cale Makar. I try to take things from a lot of players who
are really good at what they do. That's my thinking."
What do you take from Hedman?
"He's a big guy, like me, and he uses his stick really good and makes
smart decisions while always being aggressive and strong. So, just
taking his game style of how he plays and skates. Everything that he
does on the ice, I can do also."
What about Heiskanen?
"He's a great skater and really comfortable with the puck and can make
good passes and maybe [beat] one guy and deliver a good pass, so
that's one thing. And how he moves on the blueline. Makar and Quinn
Hughes, they also have terrific movement on the blueline, so I try and
watch all I can from them to learn."
Swedish hockey prospect Simon Edvinsson: "I like to watch how
Hedman and Heiskanen play the game" https://t.co/A2pSCMxqKP
— TSN 1200 (@TSN1200) July 12, 2021
What was the experience like playing against men in the SHL last
season?
"It's really fun to play when it goes fast. It was unbelievable to play with
such good players and learn from that and really compare to them and
develop my game from that. It was hard, but it was fun."
What did you learn?
"Just to always be ready for everything. Like, it always happens,
something, maybe a turnover and you have to be alert with your feet and
your head always. Anything can happen, so that's the thing I take with
me the most."
Simon Edvinsson #2021NHLDraft with his first professional point, an
assist on Frölunda's second goal of the night.
pic.twitter.com/VwfYKmHhPV
— Patrik Bexell (@Zeb_Habs) December 28, 2020
What did you take from the IIHF U18 World Championship in Texas
where Sweden won a bronze medal?
"You don't always need to play that final pass and [beat] the last guy.
You can make the simple pass and play it simple and let the game come
to you, so that's a big step. I learned from that tournament – just to jump
in when you see there's an opening and really take the play simply."
What's it like playing on the smaller surface?
"My long stick is pretty nice to have on a small rink. Just to be a tall
defenceman and play on the smaller rink is good. When the play goes
faster you can beat maybe one or two guys with one pass and make one
[move] to create an odd-man rush. It's really fun to play on a small rink."
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Sweden struggled in the first game, a blowout against Team Canada, but
you seemed to fight to the end that night. What were you thinking in that
moment?
"I was thinking that this is the level we need to be at to really have a
chance to get a trophy and to win the gold. I was just thinking to never
give up and just to try to play my game, even if we allowed four goals or
five goals ... just keep playing."
A mad scramble makes it 3-0 Sweden! pic.twitter.com/TcGDzXPqaR
— TSN (@TSN_Sports) May 6, 2021
Your dad is a police officer. Did he teach you discipline?
"Yeah, of course. Always be respectful and humble, so I take that from
him. And never give up."
Your mom is a personal trainer. How has she helped you?
"With mobility and putting everything together. And just to train extra and
to have that chance to train a little bit more."
What have you been focusing on this summer?
"A lot. To be stronger with my body and to feel like I have every muscle
activated and to get a better shot. Just getting better with everything."
How do you work on getting a better shot?
"A lot of shots [every] day."
What's your favourite shot?
"The silent shot or a really hard slap shot."
What's a silent shot?
"When the goalie doesn't see the shot coming. I really like to do those
shots."
What will keep you out of the World Junior Summer Showcase in
Michigan?
"I got a hit to my shoulder. It's a muscle contusion. It's nothing bad. I'll
just recover for a few days and be ready for when we start SHL. Of
course, in my mind I was already over to play, but the doctor says it's
smarter to be at home and recover and be ready when the season starts.
It was his decision, but nothing bad.”
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TSN.CA / Athletic therapists get funding for study of Toradol, painkillers
The Canadian Athletic Therapists Association (CATA) and a pain
management researcher in Montreal have received funding to study the
use of painkillers and anti-inflammatory drugs in amateur and
professional sports.

By Rick Westhead

The Canadian Athletic Therapists Association (CATA) and a pain
management researcher in Montreal have received funding to study the
use of painkillers and anti-inflammatory drugs in amateur and
professional sports.
Dr. Geoff Dover, an associate professor of health, kinesiology and
applied physiology at Concordia University in Montreal, and CATA have
received $80,000 in grant money from Mitacs, a national not-for-profit
organization that fosters growth and innovation in Canada.
CATA president Tyler Quennell said the research grant application was
filed in response to TSN’s documentary feature The Problem of Pain,
which aired in September 2020 on That’s Hockey.

“While we as athletic therapists do not prescribe medication, we are
responsible for the health and rehabilitation of all athletes including those
who have been prescribed medication,” Quennell wrote in a CATA
newsletter that will be distributed to members on Wednesday. “Although
a robust curriculum is currently available to athletic therapists across the
country, few requirements about pain and pain medication education
currently exist. This potential gap was brought to light last year in the
documentary ‘The Problem of Pain.’”
CATA has 2,000 members in Canada, some of whom work in
professional sports leagues such as the National Hockey League and the
American Hockey League, and with junior players in the Canadian
Hockey League. The association is self-regulating, and its discipline
committee has the power to investigate members for inappropriate
activity and fine and/or suspend their certification.
Some head athletic therapists who work for NHL teams are members of
CATA, including Ottawa’s Domenic Nicoletta, Edmonton’s T.D. Forss,
Toronto's Paul Ayotte, Winnipeg's Rob Milette, Montreal's Graham
Rynbend, and Vancouver’s Jon Sanderson.
In The Problem of Pain, former National Hockey League players Ryan
Kesler, Kyle Quincey, and Zenon Konopka discussed their concerns that
players are not being advised about the potential long-term risks of taking
anti-inflammatories such as Toradol, a prescription painkiller that is not
supposed to be taken for more than five days.
Kesler, Quincey, and Konopka, as well as other active players, told TSN
in interviews that they have taken Toradol for months at a time without
being advised by NHL trainers or doctors about the potential long-term
health risks.
Kesler has been diagnosed with colitis and Crohn’s disease and said
doctors have told him his condition was most likely triggered by his
Toradol use.
“What most athletic therapists fail to realize is the prevalence of [antiinflammatory] use,” Quennell wrote in his release.
Dover said research would include establishing a focus group made up of
researchers, athletic therapists, and athletes that will explore the most
up-to-date science about the use of pain medication.
“Pain is one of the most important things we can treat as athletic
therapists,” Dover said in an interview. “This grant will fund research that
will determine what aspects of pain and pain medication every student
athletic therapist will learn about while studying. We will also make a
continuing education course to ensure current athletic therapists have the
most up to date evidence-based information.”
The Mitacs funding will also pay for an examination of past published
medical studies about how anti-inflammatories are used to treat various
sports injuries. Quennell wrote in his release that there are few recent
studies on the subject.
"An update on this topic is critical," he wrote.
In a study published in July 2012 in the medical journal Sports Heath that
was purported to be the largest survey of the use of Toradol in athletes,
researchers at Brown University canvassed 6,950 orthopedic surgeons
and nonsurgical doctors. Of the 1,110 respondents, 49 per cent said they
used Toradol in the treatment of athletes, primarily at the collegiate and
professional levels.
Two point nine per cent of respondents said they had administered
Toradol to athlete patients who later experienced bleeding complications.
One point nine per cent said they had athlete patients who suffered
kidney complications after using the anti-inflammatory. The study didn't
detail the number of those patients with adverse reactions to Toradol and
wasn't designed to allow respondents to elaborate on the severity of the
health complications.
Seventy-nine per cent of respondents said they used Toradol to treat
collegiate athletes, compared to 42.9 per cent at the professional level
and 15 per cent at the high school level.
Some doctors in the survey said they don’t administer Toradol to their
own athletes but are willing to perform the injections on a visiting team
athlete if requested by the player and team staff.
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Dover said he also hopes to begin a trial that would include up to 75
athletes and 75 control members to explore whether athletes tend to
have a higher pain tolerance than the general public.
Dover also plans to research the phenomena known as “pain
catastrophizing,” which refers to how some people perceive and fear pain
and the brain’s role in responding to pain and injury recovery.
Researchers will explore whether improving an athlete’s mental health
can reduce pain.
In June, the NFL and NFL Players Association said they would provide
$1 million in funding for up to five research projects that would explore
pain management and cannabinoids.
Dover said there are no plans to include cannabinoids in his research
because it isn’t his area of expertise.
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USA TODAY / NHL prospect Logan Mailloux withdraws from 2021 draft
after criminal conviction in Sweden

Emily Adams

NHL draft prospect Logan Mailloux withdrew his name from consideration
for the 2021 draft that starts July 23 via a statement posted on Twitter on
Tuesday morning.
The announcement came after it was revealed that Mailloux was
criminally convicted in Sweden last year for sharing an explicit photo of a
woman performing a sex act without her consent. While playing for SK
Lejon, a professional hockey team in Sweden, Mailloux took the photo
and circulated it among several teammates. In December, he was issued
a summary fine for offensive photography constituting an invasion of
privacy and defamation. Mailloux, who is currently 18, was a minor at the
time. The Daily Faceoff first reported the news of the incident.
“Being drafted into the NHL is an honor and a privilege that no one takes
lightly," Mailloux wrote in his statement on social media. "The NHL Draft
should be one of the most exciting landmark moments in a player’s
career, and given the circumstances, I don’t feel I have demonstrated
strong enough maturity or character to earn that privilege in the 2021
Draft.”
EXPANSION: Seattle Kraken expansion draft: Here's who could be going
to NHL's 32nd team
PROSPECT: Nashville Predators prospect Luke Prokop becomes first
openly gay player in NHL history
The Athletic reported that at least 11 NHL teams had removed Mailloux
from their draft boards because of the conviction prior to his request to
withdraw from consideration, and the Daily Faceoff said 26 of 32 NHL
teams asked him about the incident.
Mailloux said in his statement that he will play the upcoming hockey
season with the London Knights in the Ontario Hockey League in order to
give NHL teams the chance to "reassess [his] character" before the 2022
draft.
Because the NHL draft no longer requires players to opt in to be eligible,
a team could theoretically still choose to select Mailloux. If he does go
undrafted, he would remain eligible for the 2022 draft. He is one of the
only players ever to publicly ask not to be drafted.
"If I were to ever have the honor of being selected, I would want a
fanbase to be proud to welcome me to their organization. I know it will
take time for society to build back the trust that I have lost," Mailloux
wrote in his statement.
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